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INTRODUCTION'
Following a v'isit to Mount Stromlo 0bservatory in
1965 0ctober by ttie Canberra Astronomical Society and
the James Cook Astronomy Club, jt was decided to hold
a convention of amateur astronomers in Canberra during
Easter L967. This was the first National Convention,
and from its success, further conventions were held at
Port Macquarie(1968) , Ba1 larat(1969) and Wollongong
(1970). It was at the latter one that it was agreed

that conventions should be held biennially.
The Fifth National Austral ian Convention of Amateur Astronomers is being hosted by the Astronomical
Society of Victoria who are celebrating their fiftieth
anniversary in the same year. The vast distances which

separate the Australian Societies precludes a number
from attend'ing th'is convention; however, it is hoped
that by the publication of these Pnoceedings all of
the Soc'ieties will benifit.
The papers being presented at the meeting show
the d'iverse yet related interests of amateur astronomers. There'is an emphas'is on instrumentation and
observing which comp'ly with the theme of the Convent'ton Anateuz, Contributions in the Field of Practical
Astz,onontg. They are of such a variety and interest as
to ensure a very successful meeting.
The Astronomical Society of Victoria is especially jndebted to B.A.J. Clark, R.J.C. Lawrence, A. Le
Marquand and J.B. Trainor for the'ir assistance in the
preparation of these Proeeedings.
John L. Perdrix
Convention Chairman

DESIGI{ CF SCLAR SPECTROSCOFES A].ID SFECTFOHELIOSCOPES

B.A..I . Clark
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One of the nost beautifuL slghls in astrononl/ ls''the solu spectrum,
pmticularly
if the Fraunhofer lines are visible in fine detail. It is norbeyond i]mteus of nodest means Lo build a powerful solar spectroscope
that witl show the spectrm in rernarkable detail and will also aflow lhe
obser\.ation of solar proninences. I,iot only ile the prominences spectacular;
they are anong the fev iiems in the sky that the mateur can detect to be
rnoving withiri the space ol one observlng session. Irom this it is only one
further slep (in theory) to the spectrohelioscope' with which solm fl-ues
and other nornaily invisible solar phenomena can be observed. For amateurs
grating' it is
who have or are consldering the purchase of a diffraction
probabfy a good idea to gain some experience in the construction and use
of solar spectroscopes before planning to build a spectroheLioscope. The
lorner has the advanlage of being usable on an ordinary astrononical telescope, whereas the fatter generally requires a lot of space as an instrurnent in its own right. For many mateurs, the complexity of a spectrohelioscope will outweigh the desire to watch sofar fliles in reaf tine.
For others, the challenge to nake the instrument fit into existing space
or onlo an existing lelescope may itself be enough reason for an attempt,
or at feast, some thinking about it.
Ttris paper gives a guide to the design of sol-ar spectroscopes in Part
I and spectrohelioscopes in Part 2. The references available to the writer
seem to avoid or omit some of the essential reasoning behind the choice of
dimensions, and this is included here where possible. Part I includes
results of the writer's experience with the Evershed solar spectroscope
attached to Lhe 2OOm refractor of the Science Musem of Victoria. Part 2
rests more on the refevant literature and on practica.L experience rith
optical- equipment other than the spectrohelioscope as such. Al1 of the
design exampfes are worked out for the case of a 5O-rnn square preci-sionvisible
replica grating with 600 lines/mrn blazed for use in the first-order
spectrrm. This particular grating has been chosen as an example of l.'hat an
arateur might possess. IL should prove easy to substitute characteristics
of other gratings in the nmerical examples bel-os.
PART T. SOLA-R SPECTROSCO:E DESIGN
Detail-s of what the solar spectroscope is and does are fomd in several books on astronony, for exmple, Abetti (1957) and Baxter (1963). our
concern is for the type usual,Iy cal-led a prominence specLroscope, in which
the slits are often curved to match the sol-ar limb. The rhole instnnnent
is normted at the eye end of a cfock-drlven equatoriaf tefescope, usually
in such a way that rotation of the inslrument al-lows the sl-it to scan conor no
pletely around the circumference of the sol-ax image with litlfe
adjuslnent of the tel-escope slow rnotions.
The Evershed spectroscope has co.l-fimator lenses of focal fength 0.15m'
prisn trains is about Jma,rd the working apertu-re of the 1s6'iirect-vision
to utiJ-ize the vhofe cone of light from the obiective'
This is insufficient
so that the spectroscope actuafly stops dovn the working aperture of the
lefescope fron 2OOm to 15Om approximatety. the nagnifieation nost used is
used. The dispersion (the
about 16OX; an eyepiece giving BOX is little
spreading of the spectnrm as a function of wavel-ength) is conpilable with
what would be obtained with the prisms replaced by a 600 lines/m grating
in the first order. The writer has seen many prominences with this instrument, and., on one occasion, a timb flare that shoved, anongst others' the
b lines of rnagnesium in emission. The meinum slit width foud usabl-e sas
O.l+m. rl-ares on the disc sere looked for mey tines but never seen. Sidgwick (1955) stated that bright flares can be seen on the disc sith an open

l0

sl-lt if the dispersicn is great enough. As greater dispersion w.rrlil'l:;o
enabfe rlder slit openings to be used for promi-nence viewirLg ttrc tlcsil;n
of a grating spectroscope is investigated here to see vhat per{oman<:e
improvement shou.ld be possible over the Evershed instrunent.
T'he angular dispersion of llght by a grating depends, among other
things, on the cfoseness of the grooves or lines. Once the grating is obtained, the llne spacing is fixed. Ttre angular spread of a given vavelength
range can be doubfed or trebled over that obtained in the first-order spectrum by using the second or thirtl order, respectively. Unfortunately, with
a grating rbfazedr so that most of the light is directed into a particular
order, the use of other orders genera-fly entails m intolerable reduction
in brightness of the feature under observation.
Angu-lar spreading of the spectrum is often expressed as inverse angular d.ispersion in terms of wavelength range per unit angle, for exajnpl-e,
nm/radian (even though a conplete visibte spectrum will usuatly not occupy
anything like as much as one radian). If the inverse angufar d.ispersion in
radian unlts is divided by the focal length of the vieving telescope lens,
the inverse linear dispersion is obtained direetfy in terns of wavelength
r*nge per unlt distance in the view-telescope focal pfane, for example,
yA/mm, or 0"iynrn/m in SI units. Ttrus the r./avelength range corresponding
toa
witlth or a given distance a.l-ong the focused spectrum is
determined not only by the gratlng line spacing anal the order of the spectrum but also by the view-telescope focaf l-ength.
The folfoving procedure aflows cafcuLation of the inverse Linear dispersion of a spectroscope. If n is the number of grating lines/nrn, k is
the orcler, I is the vavel-ength of interest,0 is the angle of incidence
and diffraction in a Littrov nounting, ard F is the viel'-tefescope focal

l-ength, then

sin0 = nktr/2
and the inverse agular dispersion (D) is given ty

_dr
D=do=cose/nk
finear dispersion is just D/I'.
FoI the 600 lines/nn^grating ancl for a wavel-ength of 556.3nm(Ho),
0= 11.)+o and D= 1.63 x 1O3ln/racl in the first-order spectnxr. Note that it
is necessuy to work in one length uit in the cal-culations, preferably
nillimetres. Thus the Ho vavelength is 656.3 x 1O-5rnrn. Supposing that a
2-m focaf length lens or mirror vere available, the inverse linear dispersion wou-lat be 1.53 x ro3/2 x 103 or O.B2nn/mn, that is, an O.B2nn (8.2H)
intervaf of the spectnnn voufd be spreaal out over 1m in the spectroscope
The inverse

focal- plane.

It is possible vith a spectroscope to have remptyr nagnification in
saJne vay as with a te.l-escope, for exa.nple, 500X vith a telescope
of 100-m aperture. Just as in the case of the tel-escope, the limit to magnification in a spectroscope is set by the avail-ab1e resofving pover. The
resolving pover R of a spectroscope ls clefined as I/6I vhere 6l i:; t,he
smal-1est resolvable separation betveen a pair of neighbouring spect.ral
lines with an average wavel-ength l. In the case of the yellow liner; of
sotlium at 589.0 ana 589.5nn, a spectroscope with R of O.6/189 or al)(,111, 1000
woul-d be needed for resolution. The calcul-ation of resolving power ()l'a
grating spectroscope is simple: R= k(total- nrunber of grating lincr; illurninated). For the example of a
wide grating Fith 600 J-ines,/nnr, Lhe
resol-ving power is thus t(5OO x'O-m
50) or l0 000 in the first-order spr'<'t.rm.
Tttis means that in the region of the Ho Line, spectrum lines only o.o;)l)nn
much

the

different in wavefength could be resolved. In order to see such a difference or to photograph lt, the lineu distance in the focal pfane has to
lage. Assuming a 2-m focal- length for the spectroscope
be sufficiently
which vould thus have an inverse linear dispersion of O.B2nm/nm, the pair
of just-resolvabfe spectrai flnes would be sepilated by O-O22/a.82 or
0.027m. This sepaJation cou-ld be recorded on fine-grain film vithout
further magnification, or a 1OX magnilier (25-m focal'length) vould be
necessary to observe it visually.
In many cases, a 2-m foca-l length spectroscope vould be too big to
hang on an mateurrs existing equatorial telescope. T?re question arises
as to how small coul-d the focal- length be made. In the light of the vriter's
experience, solar prominences could sti1l be seen if the focal-],ength
were made as smalf as 150m, but this wou]-d entail a waste of much of the
capability of the grating chosen as an exanple. Note that the resoJ-ving
power of a grating depends on the total- number of fines that are illuminated. If the spectroscope focal length is too snall, then the cone of
light fron the tefescope objective v111 not have spread sufficiently
far
after passing through the slit for the grating to be ful-ly il-l-uminated. As
a usefuf rule, therefore, the spectroscope foca.I fength I shoul-d be given
by

F = L.B/A
where L is the focal length of the tel-escope (or effective

focal length
if a Barlov lens or similar device is used), A is its objective aperture,
and B is the diagonal length of the ru.l"ed area of the grating. Thus, for
a 0.15-m telescope of 1,2-m focaJ- t3ngth, the grating vith a ruled area
!0-m square and B= 71mrn shoul-d be used in a spectroscope vith a focallength of 0.5m and an aperture of at l-east 71run. Such an instnrment voufd
require the use of an eyepiece of a.bout 10-mrn focal- length to show al-l the
spectral- detaif produced by the grating. Prominences vievetl vith this eyepiece sould be magnified 120 tines, vhich nay be just sufficient to shov
all the proninence detail- that is to be seen, considering the quafity of
astronomical seeing in the dayti.ne. A slit ]-ength of 1Om irould appear to
be suitable.
Figure l- shows an arrangement of a Littrorr solar spectroscope that
has particular advantages: the eyepiece is not far removed from the usual
telescope eyepiece position, the eyepiece does not change its direction
when the solar limb is scanned, and the bafance of the telescope, once
adjusted, is unaffected by linb scanning. The shole spectroscope rotates
about the telescope opti.cal axis at the usual position of the telescope
dravtube. Tbe two path-folding nirrors coul-d be conveniently made from a
right-angle prisn aluminized on the tno right-angle faces. Stray light
sometimes is a probLem sith Littrou spectroscopes but most of this orignat,es in refl-ection at the surfaces of the spectroscope objective. Sma1l
stops on the spectroscope opticaf axis near the spectroscope objective can
eliminate the problen (Sellers, 1952). The objective cou.l-d be a singleplanoconvex fens, figured if necessary to remove spherical aberration. but
refocusing of the eyepiece would be necessary every tine the Havel-engtrl
setting was changed. An achromatic fens wou.Id be much better. A small telescope objective or a large binocufu objective night be found suitable;
occasionally, secondhand ones cm be bought cheapl-y.
PART 2. SPECTROHELIOSCOPE DESIGN
Table I smarizes the optical and mechanical- details of the eight
spectrohelioscopes described in the iiterature avail-able to the sriter. Of
prine inportance is the grating specifi.cation. Most of the gratings in the
Table are bigger than our exmple and the one that is smaller has a greater
total number of lines. Can ve expect that our exmple vil-l be vorth con-
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:l-ere is afwa,/s s rossjbiiiri'rh'11
a -ar,-er.-rar:r..:-a,be ac)-ulre), i:.
w::ich case i'- co'u-r.i be iitr:ed c-uicki:,- tc ar. irstlJ-ent
uitn c-.:emise :*-,31.11-iousl:,. fT;e arertures.
ic !a:, .:::r' :ers-tJ'pe spectrosccles i.avc beer iiscussej. -.1:hru;h
:1i!'lors nake iess efficiert
use ci avaifable ;:a+.ing ajrer'lures thT. rer-se:
wi:er- rn,"-i;r.eitec:ie-is
cl view a:"e re:---ire.:,:-i:-ri
::a7: il:-- -:-.-r: ,ivar.---:;:: i-- : :. J: t-'-:-:cc:e ar-c telescJie :o.ej-ives.
fe-,ai-s cl spe:::ci:eiioscopes wi--h ore or +-he cther kino oi irage-fcm,irrg device are aescribed
in :he re:'ere:-ces; which i:.-pe is c:-:sen :-aJ- we-l de_ce:-o cr- uhar e:ui-c:-er.'each !ar"ticular b:ifder aJreall- :JSSesses. :or instance, usi:rg an existing
telesccpe tc lrovide tne prinar;. sofar inaae, Like Senerau iii, r.ust, be ar
a+-iractive idea icr ail:r' e:-ateurs ani'uhe rest of the slJsten has +.c be
designed tc sult the telescope, bc:r aechanicaiti' ani opt:.cal11'.
The scan:ilg sJ's't.er,s sc far .ised fal-l i:--uc two broad. ca-oegcrj.es: (i )
those \.there --he sfits are cscil-Iated, vibra*,eC or rota'ued, and (ii) ;ldersorprisns. L. the iirs*: tyle, the lrinary im:e renairs staticnarl,' , whereas
the secc:C '!ype scans 'une inage across stati6a*.,' sli.ts. Soth types have
gool and bad leatures, as is pcinted out ir the references. Fr"ircipalil.-,
the sl-it widths car::ot be varied easily i,ring cbservations but the scal
a-'np:"ituce can whe: loving slits are used, and the converse is true lcr
Arderscn prisns. Obviousiy, a corbination:ithe
twc nethcds that ]fcuii allow
bcth adjustnents during observa^-ion is aesirable. .io publication Cescribin;
such a systen is knom to the writer, but the folloving ideas, not yet triei
in practice, :ay prove suitabl-e.
The sfits have to be stationary and preferably in line, as in the cri6inal ilale instrr.rnent anC not l-ike the Self ers instrr.uent. Ri5id-Ly couple..
nirrors in front of each slit are ro'Jnted on a single LenEth cf wj.re sc as
to be free to vibra*-e in torsion about an axis in the sirror surface. lhis
axis is parallel to the sl-its and the vi.re. fhe nirrors are r:.ad.e tc vibra-.e
i.n tcrsion a*. a sui-uabie resonant irequency b:/ an el-ectrical s"lster e:prcying el,ectronagneas and a switching arrangeuent, as in the Sel-iers iistrunent. The scan mplitude cc,,rl-d be vriea by varyir,g -"he el-ectric power consrlnption, or the nirrors ccuLC be shifted to{ards or aual ircn the sli:s.
The first arrangerent wculd seer to be sinpler. A variant cf tnis iiea
wou-ld be to replace the'lorsion wire by a rigid axle in bali bearings. Tne
axle ccul-d be rechanicaily oscillated by ar: electric notor d:'ivinl a crank.
This cou-la alfow the scan tc be nad,e rore finear than the sinusoiCai i:oti.on
generally used, with a consquent inproverent in the appeatance cf the irage,
Such a scgnl-i:-;-n-i:r)r syste:- wouli have 3ncther aivantage ir-:ha: '-f.e s;ecsystroscope .-xis cou-l i be 3t 9J' '-o :he ex is c I '-:re ::i:-a:'y-i:age ior'rc
- --.:.'-:. . .'
te:r, sc:re'-i,i:." Iike as i: li;u:'e 1. l?.is could be ':2.:::::a:-..
if roora space is a-" a rrerjijl: cr il the s:ectrohelioscope is to be routed
on an exis*"ins telescole.
Ar a1*-ernat"ive scannin; ne'uhod 1{cul-d :se iixej siits as beiore, bu:
i".-rotating
this tine the scanning wcurd be a circ-:-:: !a--tern:::::::i
sr-eJ-:-ang]-e prisr.s, such as those usec i:: cph+.hal-:ic .rriai cases. lhe lriss
wcul-d ror,a'"e about an axis centrei or. aro rornal, to cne sr:rface ari *,his
axis uculd be coinciCent wi'"h'!he axis passin6 tnfou6:: the centre oj- -,he
aplrorriate sl-i1 ari lhe grating centre. ae prisrs, iike the c.sci.Liatin:
nirrors of'"he preced.ing idea, shculd be
:ar as practicable ircn *,he
"s
sIits. Varia'cle scan mplitude coul-d be ob-,ained
bi. sirifting the ;ris:s
towarcis cr av3:.- r'ro:- -.ne sJ-i:, cr b; usir:
: a jr o: pris:-s vi.,:_ -..ria'rre
"
separation or valiabfe atEl i bet{een -ure .ris:,
axes, ;Jcther fe-LrcC cf
seanning woufd use til-',ec plane-paral1el Ciscs cf gJ-ass insteaf, of;ris:-s,
and such an atrantef,ent wculi appear -c :ave ser.e:.al adl'an-ra€es, ra::e.l-,-,
sca,n a.::pfituce couli be clangei by til-,ing i:he disc, the iraae iisll-a:e:el-_
is not acconpar:ieii by a cha::e in j.ireci.ion of -"he rays, ar,i ihe sc:r-r.i:;

device is alreadtrr statically ba.Ianced
freedom from

anal cou-ld. be {yne.mical-1y balanced if
vibration is consiclered necessary, as for a telescope-normterl

device.
Final-l-y, a word about slits.

Slit construction is nentionecl in several
places in Amateur Telescope fukirrg, Books 2 ancl l, as velf as in sone of
the articles alrea{y mentioned. the most atifficuft part seems to be in
making sufficiently straight edges. ltre writer has on severaf occasions
used, nai stainl-ess steel razor bLabes and these seemed perfectl-y sB.tisfactory. Their length shoul-d be atiequate for spectrohelioscopes. If fixed
slits are used., as suggested, tvo sets vith different fixed openings coul-d
easily be made quickly interchangeabl-e. If this is alone, it uoul-tl be highly
desirabfe to incorporate a shutter in the beam so that the observer ltoul-d
be protected. from eye damage if looking into the eyepiece vhen the slit
assemblies rrere removed, Multiple slits useai vi.th a narrov bantl interference fiJ-ter or a quartz-polaroid sanclsich offer the possibility of brighter and vicler fiel-ds of view. Tltis technique has epparently not been tles-

cribed efsewhere.
the l-ast entry of Table 1 gives a

surmarJr

of details of a spectrohe-

lioscope design suitabl-e for the 50-mn square grating.
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GRAZING OCCULTATIONS

B.

Sumner

The observation of occultations of stans by the Moon has for a long
time been one of the main contributions the amateur. has made to the world
of the professional- astronomer. A recent advance on this therne is the
observation of grazing occu]tations.
The mechanics of a grazing occultation are similar to those of an

eclipse of the Sun. An occultation shadow is a cylinder of shadow extending from the Moon towards the Earth. Where this shadow band falls upon
the Earthrs surface an occul-tation will be visibl-e. Towands the northern
and southern limits of this shadow, an occultation of shorter dunation
wilf be seen, until when within one or two kilometres of the ptredicted
limit, a grazing occul-tation wilf occur. Here the star wil-l- appear to
move along a line tangent to the Moonrs firnb, and the star witl disappear

and reappear sevena]- times as it goes behind mountains and passes between
vaf.Leys on the limb of the Moon. Depending on where the obse:rver is
positioned refative to the pnedicted limit of the graze, he may see the
star miss the Moon by a very smal".l- amount, or it may onl-y pass behind the
highest mountain. If he is stationed a kilometre or two inside the
linit, he may observe a number of separate disappearances and reappearances.

. Grazing occultations are val-uabl-e since they can be used to cal-culate corrections to the Moonrs cefestial latitude - in other words, whether or not the Moon is north or south of its predicted onbital position.
The accurate observation of one singJ-e grazing occul-tation can provide
data of a precision equi.valent to that obtained from about 50 ondi.nary
occuftations.

Furthermore, grazing occultations make it possibl-e to determine the
true shape of the Moonrs limb, thus enabJ-ing cornections to be made to
the shape found by photographic nethods. These deviations fron a spherical Moon are used in the reduction of or:dinary occultation observations
to render them more re]-iable and hence rnore val-uable.
By now, you are probably wondering what is involved in observing a
grazing occultation, To observe a gpaze, you have first to find the
graze path, which is only about two kilometres in width. Computer predicti.ons can be obtai.ned from H.M. Nautical Office or from the U.S.
Naval- Obsenvatory. Each graze path can then be plotted on a map. For
examp.le, I-igure f shows the graze paths for Eastern Australia during 1972.
Twenty-six grazes i.nvolving stars brighter than magnitude 7.5 ane observable this year but, as can be seen from the map, some of the paths traverse inaccessible areas. It is obvious, therefore, that it rnay be
necessary to travel some distance to observe a glnaze. Thus, one sits
down with the abovementioned map and selects a graze which is not too
distant and is due to occur at a reasonabl-e time on a good night, pneferably not mid-week. This wil"1 limit the number of grazes which it is
feasible to observe f:rom a given headquarters - Sydney in this case - to
a,bout eight per year. Aften the particular graze has been chosen, one
obtains a large-scale map (a military map of a scale of one inch to the
mile is often used) and chooses sites on the path which appear favour'abfe. It may be easier if we take as an example one of the grazes
which some mernbers of the Pacific Astronomical Society observed during
f971.

Figure 1. Graze Map I)\2.
The graze path fon the occultation of the star Z.C, 1305 on 19TI May
29 was found to pass a little to the south of Wol-longong, some 96 kilo_
metres south of Sydney. Likely sites were chosen from a mi.Iitary map

and, on the weekend before the graze, expedition

rnernbers

left

Sydney to

investigate the sites and serect the best one. Having a good irorizonl
not many houses, and hence rittle artificial tighting, waril-la Beach was
finally chosen as the observing site.
Figure 2 is a rough sketch map of Warilla and Banrack point o on which
the graze path is plotted. The path width repnesents a lunar parallax of
one second of arc. The northern limit is where the star was predicted to
graze the limb of the Moon. The l-ine Ao = Lrr.O is where the stan was
predicted to pass one second of anc lower rinto' the Moon" This path was
roughly two kilometres wide on the Earth and the idea was to place observers along a J-ine perpendicu.rar to the track and between these two datum
l"ines. The crosses on Figure 2 show where each of the ten stations were
located. These obse.ving stations were chosen on the week before the
graze, when the site was se-l,ected.
Having decided whetre to position ourselves, the difficulty was then

to persuade people to undertake a journey of appnoximately 100 ki.l-onetres
to observe an event, the maximum duration of which was only a few.minutes"
Recruiting members for an observing expedition of this nature is always
difficult but we had, and still have, a strong backbone of young peopte
with suitabfe equipment, transport, and the necessary enthusiasm. In
addition to these people, vofunteers were recr:uited from the B.A.A. New
South Wa.les Bnanch and fnom the Illawarra Astnonomical Society, which
meets onl,y about l-6 kilometres frorn this particular site.
The observing
team thus cornprised representatives from three astronomical societies.
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Figure 2. Observing Sites on Warilta Beach 1971 ttIay 29.

Al1 that now renained to be done was to transDort alL observers and
their equipment to the site before the event occurred. Transportation
arranqements are never easy and a grazing-occul-tation expedition is quite
difficul-t to organise in this respect, since a considerable amount of gear
has to be carried by each observer.
Standard equipment required by each nember of the observing team consists of: one porta-bfe telescope - preferably of targe aperture, since the
star invofved is usually faint; one portable taperecorder to record observations; one portable transistor radio to receive time signalsl one tparty
clickerr for making a short, sharp sound to record the disappearances and
reappearances of the starl and last, but not 1east, sundry auxiliary
equipment, including stopwatch, torch, map for finding the site, wgod for
the fire which inevitably follows, food, swimi.ng trunks (we usually try
to sefect a beach for our observing station - at least during sumnerl ) and
nany other non-essential,s. Alf this gear takes up a considerable amount
of space and a convoy of cars and motor bikes is usual.lv seen travelling

to the site with assorted telescopes protnuding from windows or strapped
onto the backs of bikes, heads poking through car roofs, etc.
We usually endeavour to aruive some hours before the predicted time
of the graze but this does not afways eventuate.
In one case, we reached
the site just as the graze was beginning.
That particular graze expedition was not a great successl To return to our origina.L Warilla Beach
example, once we anrived at the site, we waited for everyone to congregate
at the appointed meeting p-lace. People came by car, by motor bike, by
train and.on foot,
It was almost dark by the time everybody was there.
The graze was predicted for 19h 15m and, winter being only two davs away,
the observers had to set up their stations in the dark,
Soon the sifence
was broken by the beep-beep of time signals as everyone along the beach
tuned his radio.
If you have never heand the time signals from VNG, then
you have missed something. But the staccato of sound emanating from a
dozen or so radios right al-ong the beach is something realiy to be lemembered.
For anyone who has taken part in a few expeditions, the sound of
the continual beep of our ordinary on-the-hour time signals immediately
conjures up the thought of a grazing occultation.
Once the signa.Ls ane being necorded on the tape - it is now about
five minutes befor"e the predicted beginning of the graze - and the telescope is tracking the star as it approaches the Moon, ea:h observer can be
seen holding his party clicker at the ready with an air of expectancy.
Ther"e is a hush along the beach.
The star is seen to be rapidly approaching the Moon. Suddenly it disappears and a series of clicks progresses
down the beach.
Everyone keeps looking because, in the same way as the
star has disappeared suddenly, it may likewise reappear and the clickers
are again put to work.
As this is going on, a voice commentary is also
being put onto the tape in order to distinguish the disappearances from
the reappearances and to comment upon any unusual- features of the series
of events.
Owing to the fact that the star blinks and flashes very unexpectedly, some disappearances and/or reappearances may be missed if one
does not keep oneis eye to the eyepiece continual-ly,
A11 that can be
seen in the eyepiece is the star flashing and blinking as if someone is
switching it on and off.
On the tape, a click is heard for each disappearance and reappearance, with a voice stating which it is and giving any
oth€r, pertinent information which may be of va.lue when the results are
being collated and reduced.
After two or three minutes the graze is oven, the necor:der"s ane
switched off and a successful graze observation has been completed. Soon
the beach is afive with the flashes of torches as the observeus stant signalling to eachother.
The fishermen on the beach that night at Waritla
must have thought they were going mad :eeing the torches flashing and the
Did you
observers running towards eachother shouting, rrDid you see it?
Everybody starts ta.lking - some relating what they did wrongly
see it?'r.
and others tell-ing what they saw.
AII the gear is put back in the cars and we al-l go back to the original meeting place for the carnp-fire and barbecue. The thirty people on
the beach all met and it took the author about hal-f an hour to ascertain
There
whether everyone observed and recorded the graze successfuJ-ly.
were ten teams on the beach that night at Waril]a and each saw the graze.
This was the most successful gr:azing-occultation expedition organised by
the Pacific Astnonomical Society during 1971, both in numbers attending
and results obtained.
The usual number of observers taking pant in
these expeditions is about six to ten, and it is generally the same hard
core which always goes.

:l
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Hence, out of the seven graze expeditions we undertook, three fur_
nished mefur resurts but onry one could be considered a real success.
One good graze trip in a year may not seem very much but, considering the
arcunt of planning involved in organising such an expedition, it is most
satisfying when even one can be done we]lTo finish off, the author should tike to offer a few hints to would_
be grazing-occultation enthusiasts.
There are only two major mistakes
which can hinder the work.
we made them both - as we.rl as other minor
mistakes - but we made then onry the once, having learnt our resson from
bitter experience.
First, it is essential to know exactly where the graze oath ties.
In
other words, take a map - preferably a street map, if applicible - with
the path of the graze and the pos.ition of the neeting place narked thereon.
rt is quite frustrating knowing you are in the vicinity of the site and yet
not being abl-e to locate it.
The second major precaution is to ensure that you take along plenty
of spare batteries for the taperecorders and radios.
It is more than a
little annoying after effecting what you think is a most successful grazing-occurtation observation, to discover that the taperecorder was devoid
of batteries or that the batteries were dead, the observations then being
completely 1ost.
Lack of batteries has been our main wory and many
observations have been lost because we did not carf,y a sufficient supply.
Lastl-y, the author shoufd like you to know that, in his experierrce,
rrawr recruits invariably conn away from their first grazing-occultation
trip asking when the next one is to be hetd, such is their enthusiasm.
0nce the bug takes hofd of you, there is no escape! Just try to find a
person who has been on onfy one gnaze trip.
There are not very many of
then around. And, besides being an enjoyable way to spend a Friday,
Saturday or Sunday right (or rnorning!), the observations are extrenely
valuable - especially ours from the southern hemisphere, since there are
relatively few grazing-occultation observations effected in this part of
the worl-d. In all, if you ane presented with the opportunity of taking
part in an expedition, do not miss the chance. You may never forgive
yoursel f.
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PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIENCES THROUGH

A

315ruN BUCHROEDER

RELAY TELESCOPE

A.E.

Coonbs

R, Buchroeder (fq58) of Tucs.n Arizona described a catadioptric telescope which the author has constructed.. The system is highly corrected
for sphericaf and chromatic aberration as well as coma and astiglatism
over a flat field of approximatefy one degree. It is an ideal instrr.ment
for photography as vell as visual use. ior those not famil-iar with the

optica-l layout, a sketch is shown in Figure 1, The basic construction,
both optically and nechanically, is dea.lt vith by the author (Coonbs 1971)
in ful-1 .
Tne purpose of this paper is to describe the mechanical features which
enabJ-e photographs to be taken at the f/B (2.!)+n focal length) focus as
welf as at varying f-ratios by eyepiece projection.
The same mechanicaf
principles coufd be applied to a conventional- Cassegrainian telescope, and,
with sllght modifications, they cou.ld be applied to ltlevtonian-type instrunents. The latter part of this paper will concern itself with photographic
resu-l-ts through the instrument at various stages up to its final fom and
to -he lilns and deveropers used.
The main nirror cell was machined fron an a]-uminir.:,n casting and
supports the 315m primary with three edge arcs and three adjusting screws.
The edge arcs are used to position the nirror concentricafly in the al-uminiw celf.
On the back of the cefl are four threaded rods (5116" dianeter) over vhich %" dia,neter steel tubes of equal length have been placed,
?his supports a wide aluninium ring, refer Figure 2. It is through this
ring that three brass col-lars have been secured at l2O-. Steel rod.s of
l" dianeter sllde through the collars and in turn support another
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THE CAMERA
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Figure 2. Ttre main mirror cell.
al-uniniun ring. It is on this smafler ring that the eyepiece plate or
camera ad.apter plate can be acconinodated. Figure 3 shovs the arrangement
with the eyepiece adapter plate attached.
THE CANORA ADAPTER

As shovn in Figure [, the ca]rera adapter is basically two alurniniun
rings separated by three spring-l-oacied adjustable threaded rods and nuts.
A plate which has an Exakta carnera adapter screved into it is free to
rotate on the outer a.l-uminiurn ring. This enables the inage, of say the
Fi.rst Quarter of the l'{oon, to be positioned on the fomat of the 35mn fifn.

film plane of the camera can be aligned with the focal plane of the
instrument by adjusting the three spring-loaded ad.justing nuts.
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Figure )+. The Carera Adapter.
EYEPIECE PROJECTION EQU]PI"GNT

The eyepiece projection equiprnent is macle along similar Lines to the
basic construction of the instrument, refer Figure 5. T\ro aluminiurn rings
A and B are separated by three threaded rods over vhich varying fengths of
tube can be placed, thus varying the carnera to eyepiece distancel hence
changing the f-ratio of the set up.
The standard eyepiece holder plate is used as in the aliagrarn, three
smal-f screw clamps hold the two rings and the eyepiece holaler pl-ate
together. Ttre whole assembly wifl move on the three rotls through the brass
collars for rough adjustnent, after vhich the thrmbscrevs are tighteneal.
Final focus is obtained by the movernent of the eyepiece in the retaining
tube or by screwing the holder in or out.
THE

CA}IERA

The Exakta caJnera

reffex is used mainly because of its rnore rscientificr

nature than most other caneras on the narket. Speeals range fron 0s.OO1 to
0s.033 and then frorn 0s.125 dovn to 12s; B and T are al,so avail-able. For
the amateur astronomer who may take five or six photographs during an
evening, an added convenience is a knife built into the camera which
enabfes the filn to be cut.
The cmera's main advantage is the interchmgeable viesfinders
pentaprism, waist level finder vlth magnifier, scientific finder, etc.
Screens within the finders can also be changed -- fine ground glass vith
or without cl-ear areas, clear glass with cross hairs, Fresnel screens, etc.

Figure 3.
the eyepiece pl-ate attached to the srnaffer
al-minir:rn ri.ng. Note the brass coflars ancl thumbscrews
through vhich the Lr-inch diameter rocls slide. The long
threaded rods vere later shortened.

For lvloon photography, the author's choice has been the seientific
finder vith either the fine ground-glass screen or the Fresne] screen. The
centre of the Fresnel screen has a micro-prism arrmgement and then an
annu-lus of a very finely ground surface. It is mainly on this surface
that the focusing is carried out. The clear screen vith cross hairs is
not suitabfe for l,loon photography as the eye tends to focus on the l"loon's
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not suitable for Moon photography as the eye tenals to focus on the Moonrs
image irrespective of the camerars positj.on. Hovever, for planet photo-
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graphy this screen is the most suitable and reliabl-e. There is no question
of doubt as to whether the image is or is not in focus.

of accurate f'ocusing is of the utnost importance.
be, of course, carried out by using a star and actualfy perfonning a Foucalt test at +.he fi.In plane and positioning the ca.nera untilthe mirror alarkens evenly, This is the most accurate way of positioning
the camera. Either a razar blade can be sl-id. along the filn guide rail-s
of the carnera or a special ad.apter can be mad.e to take the pl-ace of the
carera. The dlstance from the calnera adapter plate to the razor blacle of
the special adapter must be equal to the clistance from the ca.nera adapter
plate to the filn plane of the canera. The viewfinder is then of
secondary importance -- used. onl-y to position the inage on the fil-n. 0n
checking the setting obtainecl by using the scientific finder sith the
Fouca-lt test nethod, the author has obtaineal consistent focus results.
The Exakta has a delayed mecharism shich allovs the nirror to release
and alnost rise to the end of its movement before the focal- pl-ane shutter
moves across. This greatl-y decreases the possibility of canera shake
caused by mirror bormce, Perhaps the only tvo clisatlvantages of this
cmera is the absence of a 0s.017 shutter speed ard the possibility of
raising the mirror nanuaIly. In the authorrs opinion its aclvantages
greatly outlreigh these tvo clisadvantages.
Ttre question

Focusin6J can

PHOTOGRAPHIC BESULTS

On cornpletion of the optics and the nechanica.l- aspects of their
mounting, the prirnary mirror anal the rear surface of the liangin seconclarlr
vere a]-uminizecl. Before the lenses and the front surface of the Mangin
vere anti-refl-ection coateal, the telescope vas assenbletl' aligned antl put
on its German-type mounting. Reflections fron various lens surfaces sere
E
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Figure l. Elepiece Projection Equipnent.

Figr:re 5. Photograph at approximately f/30 prior
to the bloonj.ng of the lens conponents.
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very apparent visrial-ly-- nevertheless the vievs of the

l"loon

vere

ll

most

exciting through this nevly designed instrunent.
In 1971 January and February, pureLy as an academlc experixnent,
photographs of the tr1oon '.tere taken before the anti-reflection coatings
were done, T'he resulting photographs were encouraging' but not of good
defi.nition, parti.cularly at higher f-ratios. The prine tocus f/8 photographs were surprizingl-y good., consid.ering that! due to the absence of
these coatings, transmissi6p was cal-culated to be only 38%. Iigure 5
shows the poor defini.tion at about f/30 oue to the absence of the antireffection coatings.
The l-ens surfaces as veff as the front surface of the l.langin vere
b.loomed. in 1971 April a,nd the author vas sur:prised at the increase in
transmission and the contrast. At this stage it became evicient that the
original alignment needecl further aatjustnent to remove colour smears of
star images. Lateral adjustnent of the trlangin sofveal this problen.
More Moon photographs
f/B were taken in l-971 May. As Fig':re 7a
and clear in the centre of the field' but
shovs, the image ras shsxp "f
d.eterioratedtowards the edge. Double inages vere apparent at the north
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Fi.gure Ba. Copernicus and

Carpathian Mts. %-seconcl
exposure; Panatomic-X
developed in Acufine.

X! enlargernent on
Grade 5 Kodak paper

!l

Figure 8b. Clavius. f/l+5

I-econcl exposure

Panatornic-X

Filn developed in Acufine.
X, enlargernent on
Grade 5 Koclak paper.

and south linbs of the terminator. Nov criticaf appraisa.I of star images
at the ealge of the field i.nclicated the presence of chrornatic coma -typical coma fl-are wj.th a red 'headt tovards the centre and a faint blue
tail. Adjustnent of the l{angin to fielcl-lens distance elininated thi.s
defect. The following photograph at f/B vas shat? fror: edge to edge, see

Figure 7b.
For eyepiece projection photography, focal- ratios ot f/3O

and f/I+5
have been used most frequently. P16ss1 eyepieces have been founcl to give
extrernely good resu,lts in projection methocls as they sork sel1 at conJu-

gate foci positions. One must remember that an eyepiece is clesignecl to
operate with the cone of light fron the l-ast lens emerging as a parallel
bean, so that vhen it is set up to vork at coniugates as in projection
photography some loss of quality can be expected. This problen can be
-overcome-by

Figure ?a, Deterioration
of inage avay frotr centre
tlue to chromatic coma.

Figure 7b. M f/A photograph after the system ras

fully

aauusteal.

using the camera plus camera l-ens set at infinity (to accept
parallel fight) and a 'norraf' ocul-ar. However, the Pldssl" ocul'ar is
excellent for proJection type photography. The 25nor P16ss1 is used in the
f/30 set-up and the 16nn Plo-ssl- in the f/l+5. Resu.Its at these tulo ratios
are seen in Figures Ba antt 8b.
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DETAILS OI' F]LMS A]iD DEVELOPERS
In all Moon photography Kodsl

which is rated at

32ASA

Panatonic-X 35m fil-n has been used,
under conditions of nomal development using

Microdol-X developer. The f/B photographs have been taken mder these
conditions usi.ng the chart supplied by the Astropholugraphic Section of
the Astrononical Society of Victoria as a Elide to exposure.
Ior higher f-ratio shots, the time of exposure has been shortened by
working the film at higher ASA ratings. Over a period of sone tro years '
experimentation has shovn that one can get a very worthvhj.le fiLn speetl
increase vith sone increase in grain structure, but by no means an obJectional- increase. A fiLo speed. increase to approxinately 5I+0ASA can be
obtained using Diafine 2 bath developer.
For planetar1r photography, Kodak Tri-{ filn is the logical choice
to keep exposures short. On enlargement to BX or 10X,grain eflects become
apparent and become more severe as you extend the fi].In from its rateti
]+0OASA up through 12OOASA to 2)+O0ASA using Microdol-X, Acufine and Diaf:ne
2 Bath d.eveloper respectively.
As

yet star photography has not been attempted due to the

a slow-motion control on the decfination axis.

absence

of

To sum up, thls ner,J type catadloptric tefescope has proved a vorthwhile project both from the instnment-making aspect as welf as the photo-

graphic side of the hobby.
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THE DETECTION OF SOLAR OUTBURSTS BY RECORDING
ENHANCEMENT

SUDDEN

OF ATMOSPHERICS (SEA)

C.E. Bisdee

It was in 195$ when the author heard that the U.S. Nationaf Committee
for the International Geophysical Year (IGY) was keen to get astronomers
throughout the world to make a united effort to study the Sun, that the
author considered the possibility of naking and instafling suitable equipment to record Sudden Enhancement of Atmospherics (SEAs). The recordinq
of SEA was really the recording of solar outbursts or flares oI) the Sun,
which produce certain geophysical effects on the Earth, such as magnetic
and ionospheric disturbances and auroral dispJ-ays. At the tine, the
author had on loan from the Bureau of Mineral Resources in Canberra three
recording magnetometers which would work welf with his SEA recordings and
sofar observations with his spectrohelioscope, Furthermore, the Tasmanian
Astronomical Society had for"med a special group from its menbers to report
and observe auroral displays. With the above equipment and hel-p' the
author fel-t he could make a va.Luable contribution to the IGY. The information obtained was forwarded to the World Data Center in Boulder, Co.Lorado,
U.S.A. At the end of the IGY, the author was requested to continue to
forward this data.
At this stage, .it may be of inter"est to study the theory and history
of SEA recording. If one coufd watch the Sun through a small- telescope
continuously for several years, one might eventually observe a solar flare,
the most violent enuption of energy in our Part of the universe. The
flare woul-d appear. abruptly as a bnilliant spot' persist for a few minutes
Only the targest flares could be observed this way.
and then fade out.
However, if you have a radio receiver which can be tuned to very Iong
Duning a solar flare,
waves, you are able to detect many smalfer flares.
the Iongwave region crackles with static of the kind we hear on the radio
during thunderstorms. It is the upsurge of such noise, that has been
utilised to detect the onset of fl-ares. The problem for the amateur
astronomer is to build a low-frequency radio receiver to record these outbursts.

It appears that when a flare occuls on the Sun, X-rays and ultraviolet rays ane emitted, causing a large increase in the nunber of free
electrons in the ionosphere at heights ranging fron 60 to 90km above the
Earth, This increase in ionisation in turn qreatly enhances the reffection of very .long radio waves which obliquely strike the lowest of afl the
ionosphere's four layens' the so-cafled D layer. These long waves we call
atmospheri.cs - their sPectral range extending from 7000 to 16 000 metres
(43 to lgkc),
They are rnost pronounced at the wave l-ength of 11 000
Atmospherics are formed from thr.mderstorms which are
metres (27kc).
taking place continuously around the Earth. It is thus seen that an
increase of atmospherics is an imoroved proPagation of these long wave
lengths, and the sud.den incnease in atmospherics we caII SEA. These
refiections take place duri.ng the daylight hours from a height of aound
75km, and typical SEAs do not occun outside the illurninated hemisphere.
Now what do these SEA recondings actual-Iy show? A typical 24-hou
graph is shovm in Figue 1. Here we see a rise taking place in the
increasing to a maximum at midnight, followed by a low-level
"t..i.,g,
trace beginning at sunrise. This characteristic is expJ-ained by the
formation of the D layer at sunrise. The fong waves emitted by the everpresent thunderstorns in the tropics reach the higher ionospheric layers
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hour Trace.

by an unimpeded path at night and are ref.Iected to the surface without
significant foss of energy. During the day, however, the waves must
traverse the lower and lightly ionised D layer. Because of its sfight
ionisation, the D layer acts not as a reffector of electromagnetic enerlgy
at long wave lengths, but as a partial absorber. This foss of enengy to
the D fayer accounts for the precipitous dip in the recordings with the
approach

of sunrise.

SEAs appear

on the graphs only duning the hours of daylight because

X-rays and u.ltra-violet rays emitted by solar flares impinge on the D layer
The D layer now functions
and increase the intensity of its ionisation.
as a refl,ector and causes an increase in the recordings. P:roficiency in
distinguishing SEAs from othen disturbances comes from practice. After a
time, one will acquire the knack of analysing the tracings and picking out
the SEA after which the recordings become exciting. When a large flane
is detected, there generally occurs a blackout in shortwave radio communications within 26 hours - the intervaf required for the cloud of electrically-charged particles ejected by the flare to reach the Earth from the

Sun. Their anrivat is often signalled by au:rora1 displays in high latitudes, the onset of magnetic storms and the rnore-or-less severe disruption
of radio communications.

A cfose examination of the traces recorded around sunrise shows an
interesting and r^egular patte,n. As the intensity drops from the nighttime vafue to the low daytime leve1, two humps in the tracing occur. The
author has seen no satisfactory explanation reganding the cause of these
humps, but a possible explanation is that they are caused by the irregular
reforming of the D layer with the approach of sunrise.
sEA
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Fiqure I shows the general- pattern of a tracing over a 24-hour
period.
It will be seen that the pattenn is for a night rise which commences around sunset, increasing to a maximum at midnight, followed by a
double dip at sunrise, dropping down to a fow davtime fevel untif around
sunset, at which time the tracing begins to rise aqain.
The authorts
experience has shown that the final- recordings consis!'of atmospherics
made up from the thunderstorms, together with any lonfwave broadcasts
which are close enough to be picked up.
However, so long as these
signals have a constant value, they wilJ- not prevent SEAs from being
recorded and identified.
The pattern of an SEA is recognisable from its
sudden rise and long delay, as shown in Figrrgs 2 and 3.
The radio receiver and recorder are not difficult
to make, but the
circuit is especiafly designed for this application.
A fifter is used
in the incoming line to rernove noise above 2?kHz. and an L-type aerial
about 45 metres in }ength is used.
At pnesent, SEA recordings are being effected from a number of stations around the world.
The results are tabulated at the World Data
Center in Boulder, along with recordings of Sudden Ionospheric Deviation
(sIl), sudden Shortwave Fadeout (SWF), Sudden Phase Anomalies (SPA), etc.
All this information helps to give a better picture of the effects of
soLar ffares.
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UNCBSTRUCTED OFTICS

A

LABGE IJ'}IOBSTRUCTED REFLECTOB
ts. S

.

.idcock

]iITFCDUCTIOi.I

:or amateurs interested in observing double stars and fine lunar and
plane'uary detail, the unobstructed reflector (cff-axis reflector) offers
a poor nan's substitute for the achromatic relTactor. In sorne vays, the
unobstructed reflector surpasses the refractor of equal aperture, but, j.n
other wa;rs, it :al-l-s short. The Schiefspiegler is a for.rn of unobstructed
ref.l-ector and in lhis paper the author argues for the suitabifity of this
type of tefescope to cery out a progralxne of funar and pfanetary observing. ?ie theoretical desigr oi these instrr.xlents is presented as weff as

sone construction

details of the author's

RESOLVIJiJ PCWER AIID CONTRAST

310rnx

Schiefspiegler,

of you who have observed celestial objects through a good refractor could not help but notice the image quality compared. with that
of a refLectcr of equal size. This qua.lity is not only because the refractor has a closed tube, but al-so because it does not require an cbs+-r'uctio:rrr-the fight path as the reflector does.
It is well- known that an object gl-ass or nirror does not produee an
infinitely small image of a star at the focal plane, but i.nstead a snall
disc, calleo the Airy disc, is presented (Cox 1957). this is surrounded
by a systern of rings vhich rapidly decrease in brightaess as their d.istances from the Airy disc increases, The whole pattern is called a diffraction image, The size of the Airy disc sets the rninimurn separation
bel-ow which tuo stars cannot be distinguishecl as a pair (resolving power).
In a perfect optical systen,, the l-inear size of the Airy clise varies directly with the focal- Iength and inversely with its clear aperture. It
foll-ows directLy from this that apparent angu]ar diemeter of the disc
varies inversely with the clear aperture only. Thus a l-arge telescope
has a higher resolving pover tha:r a smaLl one. The Airy d,isc contains
B\% ot the received enerry reffected from the mirror from a given star
and the other 16% resid.es in the tiiffraction rings(Cox 1957).
In the case of a planet, each point produces its osn d.iffraction
image and these overfap ro foru the image of the pLanet at the focal pLane.
It does not take much thought to decitle that the tetr resolving pover
applies equally to the fine detail of an extended. object, such as a pLanet,
as vell as to the separation of double stars.
The addition of a central- obstruction and its support system,
essentia.l in Nertonian ald Cassegrainian reflectors, is detrir[enta,l to
the diffraction image in the following way. The effect of the centraf
obstruction is to take energr from the centra.l alisc and to adal it to the
diffraction rings. This means that the contrast of features on'an extend.ed
object is reduced. If atmospheric contlitions are even slightly j.nperfect,
the central disc and the first ring or two wil-l- fuse together causing an
enlarged star image leading to a reduction in resofving power, The addition
of the spider support causes a distortion of the diffraction pattern rhich
is vell- knovn to observers. The extent of this distortion depends on the
number of the vanes, their thickness and their shape. Thennal rad.iation
fron meta.l vanes also has the effect ol increasing their effective thickness (Cox 195?). To avoid. spencling too fong discussing spicler supports,
it is sufficient to say that their presence together sith the central
obstruction is an;ithing but desirable. A narked decrease in resolving
power and image contrast resu-lts, and the ovner of a telescope in
suburban areas cartnot afforal to lose either.
Those

The obvious way i.o overcome the problens nentioned above is Lo Lilt
the main mirror so as to direct the reffected light to one side where it
can be observed. This is indeed the principle of the Herschellan'l'ele-

scope. When a mirror is tilted so that its axis makes an angle 0 wilh
the incident light, then astigmatisn affects the image'and ils an6-u1:r
size is given by,

(r)
a. =
radians
fin2O
ts
Coma
where y is the radius of the mirror and f is its focal length.
also introduced, and the distorted image due Lo coma has an angul-ar size,
t,2
d^
= ;Zblnq
!LJ

(2)

rao'lans

These distorti.ons must be reduced to a
f-ratios or they must be eliminated by

minimrxn by employing
some other means.

very high

The schiefspiegler (oblique reflector) telescope i.s usually designed
(greater than f/20), but in addition, it uses
to operate at a high.f-ratio
other components to compensate for the faults introduced by the incfinThe schiefspeigl-er is essentially a cassegrainian
ation of the prinary.
reffector of the Dal-l Kirkham* design.
The secondary is positj.oned to one side so that it d.oes not obs'Lruct
the light path and is tilted in a manner shown in the schematic diagram
of figire i. The primary mirror A is concave and is figured to an elJ-ipse;
howevlr, vhen the dianeter is less than 2O0mm the primary need only be
spherical.Theaxj.sofAistiltedatanangleQltothejncidentli.ght,.

',
---'--

-\<-1

Figure 1. ScheDatic layout of Schiefspiegler telescope.

r A Dall Kirkham telescope is a Cassegrainian $pe instrument vhich uses
a spherical secondary nirror. To cornpensate for sphericaf aberration' the
primary is figured to en effipse.
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The secondary mirror is convex spherica-l and its axis is inclined at an
angle {2 to the axis of the impinging cone of light.
Ttre thin l-ens, C,
may be neglected for -uhe moment. Ttre image sizes da and d" are now given

by

dc = .u.,-...0r
3v?{Sin

(6)2 t (ff) 3sino, .;.
'1

I ' l-

#)#]

,

(3)

(r*)
6_ = {ki n2ot2 , 1lornr6,
a Jl
ylJl
L.h.ere p is the residuaL cone of light (see Figure 1) and the subscripts
f and 2 refer to the primary and secondry respectively.
As the optics are no longer symmetrical, ve shal"1 define rays in the
plane of the page as neridiorralrays and those in a plane at right angfes
to the page sagittal" rays. l,low the idea is that the convex secondary
causes coma and astigmatism of the opposite tsenset to the primary, when
tilted in Lhe manner shovn in Figure 1, but it can be seen from fornu-lae
3 and l+ that coma and astigmatism cannot be simul-taneousLy corrected by
tiJ-ting the secondary. Several versions of the Schiefspiegler are
possibLe. The anastigmatic reflector is designed so as to eliminate
astigmatism completely by equating equation l+ to zero and using the
resulting angle 92. For a 110!run reffector with an overal.l f-ratio
"t f/ZZ,
the danaging residual coma i.s approximately equal to the resolving pover
anr
is therefore negligible.
For larger instrurnents, the surface ot the
secondary must be deformed along its meridional plane. The surface is no
Ionger a figure of reyolution and the task to achieve this in practice is
a particularly
difficu,lt one.
The coma-free device on the other hand uses Q2 calcu-lated by setting
equation 3 equal to zero. Astigrnatism is reduced by either polishing
different radii of curvature on to meridiona.l- or sagittal diameters of
the secondary, or by making a special mirror cell to physically bend the
secondary to give the desired correction.
T'he catadioptricSchiefspiegler
overcomes these practicaf difficul-ties
by
introducing a third degree of freedom in the fonn of a thin 1ens, C,
Figure 1. If the lens is pJ.aced in the light path so that its plane is
then, Iike the mirror, it vil-l
not perpendicular to the optical eis
induce coma and astignatism into the final inage. If an angle Q2 is
chosen betveen that calculated for the coma-free instrunent md the
anastigmatic instnment, the resulting coma md astigmatism can be
simultmeously corrected by the introduction of the lens. In practice,
the fens has a very long focal length (about 90 metres in the case of the
authorrs instrunent) and is slightly vedge-shaped so that all- rays pass
through an equal- thickness of glass. The lens must be placed at a certain
distance from the focal poinL in a position where the sa€ittaf and
meridional- planes have the sane uidth. This prevents the fauft of anamorphism which causes circu-lar objects to appear el-fiptical.
Other designs are avaifable, such re the three mirror system by B.A.
Buchroeder; hovever, the author cannot go into detail here. The reader
is referred to Buchroeder (1968 and I97l) for further inforuation.
In suming up, the Schiefspeigler is suitable for l-unar mti pl-aretary
and doubfe star work because it is essentially a long foeal-length
It
instrment which results in a luge image scal-e at the focal pfane.
has unobstructed optics and is conpanativel-y simple to construct. Whilst
the author does not recomend am instroent of this type to be made as a
first attenpt, the anastig,matlc instrunlent of 1]0m aperture requires aflspherical surfaces and no defomation of the secondary, provided that the

effective f-ratio is greater Lhan f/22. The corrector lens, in this case,
is not necessarlr, and it woul-d rnake al excellent exercise for an anateur
to tackl-e for his second attempt.
Ttre instrment is not di.fficuft to construct because tolerances on
theradii of curvature of the conponents are about 5%. ?hi" is in direct
contrast to the refractor or llaksutov reflector, It is 'connon to msl<e
the radii of curvatrire of the primary and secondary mirrors equal nhich
l-eaals to a flat fiel-d of view. This also all-ows the secondary to be cut
from the tool used to grind the prinary. Because the radii of curvature
of the components are long, (usualry f/rz) they cari be tested with great
accuracy, ard rrinute faults can be efirninated. As nentioned previously,
the prinary of large instruments must be figured to a:r ellipse. A
parabola of 5)% correction is a very close approximation to the eJ-1ipse
and this is much easier to produce than a lutly correcfed f/5 nirror
necessary for a conventlonal, Cassegrainian reflector.
It is for these r.easons that the author passed over the conventionalNevtonian and Cassegrainian refl-ectors and sefected the Schiefspeigler.
A large l'{sl<sutov or refractor vere not considered because the family
treasurer cou-fd. not be convinced.
PRACTICAI

CONSTRUCTION

The authorrs instnrment has a clear aperture of 310mo and an
effective f-ratio ot f/22. The a.nplification factor is only 1.7 which is
low compared to the normal Cassegrainian reffeetor. The prinary is road,e
of pyrex and vas ground, pofished and figureo on a full size tool uslng

conventional methods. It is interesting to note that when the 4lrror is
fu-l-ly corrected, the knife-edge movement fron the radius of curvature of

the outer zone is onl"y 1.5nm. This is assuming a stationary pinhole. The
focaJ- fength of the primary is )+ rnetres giving an f-ratio of approxilnately f/13.
The seconilary vas nade from a 15onn pl-ate glass alisc 25m thick, A
1lOnrn pyrex bl-ank woul,d have been better theraeally; horreve!, the extra
size provides a fu-1,1y illuminated fieLd with the lovest pover eyeplece,
The secondarlr ras ground on a tool of simil-ar ciinensions aDd the latter'
being concavq vas pol-ishecl spherical, to act as a test plate during interference tests. The convex secondary vas polishecl face down on a fuJ'.Lsize 1ap r.rntif afl- pits disappeared (hopefutty).
The secondary wa.s tested. in three alifferent \rays eJld the tests as a
vhol-e vere effective, in fact, as effective as a single knife-edge test
on a concave surface. ltre first test involved natching the secontlary
against the concave spherical too1. This vould have been highly accurate
except that the surfaces vere mismatchecl by six fri.nges. It rras easy to
tel-l that the secondary vas a smooth curve free of zones, but its actual
shape vas indeterninate. The second. test invol-ved performing a Bonchi
test through the back of the mirror. Unfortunatel-y the back vas not
pollshed. flat and, in fact, hati several unsyrnmetrical faults; hosever,
it vas possibfe, after some practice, to Cetennine the overall shape ofthe
convex surface. This is a controversial point, but the focal length vas
J.ong aJId one gets a feel-ing for the faults on the back, especially, if
the mirror is ori.enteci on the test sta,nd in a sirnilar oanner at each
test appea.rance. rJsing this test it vas impossibLe to ascertain the smoothness of the polish. As a third test, a nociifieci HincU-e test rlas set up.
This is nornally a nul-] test for hyperbolic Cassegrainian second.an:ies,
so, by substituting a spherical surface, a nu.tJ- test rras no longer
possible. The set-up is shown in Figure 2, but no quantitative Beasurements vere taken. Becawe reflection occurs tvice off the surface uld.er
test, ninute zonal- faults and polishing narks shov up. This is further
enhanced by aluninizing the large concave mirror
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enhanced by aluminizing the large concave nirror.
It was with these three
tests that the secondary mirror vas finall-y completed.
The lens was made fron a llOm plate glass d.isc (not optical gl-ass)
bm thick.
The lens was to be p-Iano-con'/ex with a foca-i. lengLh ol'9I.L
metres. The sagitta of the convex surface was to be 0.060n'r and a O.O5Or.ln
wedge vas to be ground into it.
These specifications were achieved using
a r0.0001 inchr accuracy dial gauge indicator for the sagitta and a rO-1
inchr nicrometer lor the wedge.
The lens was first cemented to a 25mm pLate glass blan-h lrith soft
pitch.
?olishlng shcved this to'be a failure however, because varping
stifl took place. As a result, the lens was ground and polished without
any backinE support. The flat side was ground in the conventional n&nner
where two other discs were usedl hovever, the lens was always positioned
on top of the tool. The convex side vas ground concurrently, and it is
interestlng to note that course grinding was carried out with aluniniu
oxide grade 302. Grinding was a long process because no pressure vas
Folishing vas carried out on
applied to the Lens for fear of flexure.
both surfaces for about two hours al,ternatively untif each surface had
recei.red about 1O hoursr work.
The surface in questlon was tested after a [O-rninute polishing
session; It llas foud by trial and error that fau]-ts in the surfaces
cou-ld be controll-ed by the application of pressure to appropri.ate parts
of the lens. Each surface was tested. by reffection as shovn in iigure 2.
The
This ti.ne the curves are so shalfow that a nul-]- test is possible.
tffatr suface turned out to be about eight fringes convex; however, this
does not matter so long as it is a snooth curve. The set-up in iigure 2
shows this up dramatically.
The focal length of the lens sas rneasured
by setting it up in front of the concave tool used for testing the

second.ary. The change in focal length of the mirror vas measured and thus
the focaf length ol the lens vffi calcui-ated. This turned out to be 90
metres as opposed to the desired 91 metres; hovever, it has alrea(y been
stated that errors ten tines this magnitude can be tolerated.
The telescope is momted ulder a 3.1+-netre dome on a Geman equatoriaf roouting supported by a cement brick pillar.
Ihe,'momting is
fabricated from stardard Li-ineh steel pipe and steel anlle, A generaf
viev of the mounting ls shown in Figure 3.
The tel-escope itself is shown in iigure )+. The primary is housed in
a fibre-glass mirror cel-l i.n the square timber tube, vhile the secondary,
lens ancl eyepiece adapter tube are housed in a circular cardboard tube
sealed with fibre glass. A unique feature of the instrrJnent is j.ts
sidereal d.rive. A 16 tpi leadscrew ls driven through gears by a 2 vatt
synchronous motor. The leadscrev engages vith a quadrant fabricated from
25nn hardvood. The teeth are cut (or rather forged) into the quadrant by
laying a duplicate leadscrev across it and hitting the former vith a
hanmer until the screw is impressed to the full depth. The drive has
zero backlash, but it nust be well lubricated vith grease and graphite.
Its accuracy depencls on the care of manufacture and small errors can be
taken up by frequency convertor driving the motor or some other form of
overdrive.
AJ-though the instrument is not conpfetely finished, and mar\y parts
remain to be improveal, the results have been most pleasing. The author
is quick to point out that, although the instrunent is designed for lunar
and planetary vork, excellent vievs of star clusters and neb'llae can be
obtained. With a 50run Kell-ner eyepiece" the nagnification is approximatel-y 100 X with a field of view of 0-.3. Star images are sharp even
at high nagnification and the lack of distorted diffraction patterns
enabled the conpanion of Sinius to be easily seen.

Figure 3. Mounting.
Figure 2. The Hindfe Test.
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l-igure l+. Generaf viev of instrument.

Figure 6. Jupiter, 19?1 June

12

10h 00n U.T.

Figure 7. Mars, 1971 July
Figure 5. Balsa

vood. camera.

12h 50n U.T.
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Because of the tifted optics, the focal- plane is not perpendicular
to the optical axis. This nakes no difference to visual- observations,
but for photography the film nust be tifted through a fev degrees. A
speciaf cmera, shown in l.igure 5, vas fabricated from bal-sa wood. It
is designed to be used for eyepiece projection photography. An eyepiece
ls used td centre the image and for iocusing.
This is supplieC through
a prisn vhich is lifted clear while the exposure is taken. It is something like a manually operated single-lens reflex cmera. The body of
the canera vi11 accept 120 size film for lunar work or 35m liln for
planetary photography. Figrlres 6 an,J 7 show photographs of Jupiter and
ilars respectivefy.
They were both taken using a 25m Kellner eyepiece
The effective focaL ratio was about
to project the image on to the filn.
f/t>O. Such high f-ratios are possible because of the unobstructed optics
was Os.5 and for llars 0s,2. Both vere teken on
The exposure for.Iupiter
IL|OBD FP)+ film and developed at 21"C in Ilford l,licrophen for eight

minutes

It is impossible to cover alf the unrisual factors vhich cropped uD
during the two years of construction; however, it is sincerefy hoped
that some arnateus will try their hand at making a tpoor manrs refractorr.
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ASTROPHOTOGFAPHY

A. Affison
If an astronomerrs observations are to be of any silnificant
use, he
must find a way of recording his observations so that they can be studied
after the observer has finished his vork. This nay be done in many ways;
notes dravings, diagrams or photographs, out of a.ll of these methods, the
photograph presents the most direct representation of vhat the observer
saI{. A sketch is subject to-distortions because a sketch is based on the
observerrs own subjective experience of the occurence and is Largely
dependent upon the observerrs rartistic
skil-fr. A photograph, hovever, is
impartial and although the very fine detail may not show up on a photograph, the outl-ines are recorded. rith impeccabl-e accuracy.
Photography requires more equipment than the other nethods of recording. There are four main methods of getting an irnage on to a photographic
plate or fifm,
The easiest and most dlrect method is to place the film at the prime
focus of an objective 1ens, as shovn in Figure 1. It ca"n be seen from the
diagram that

Telescaues (T.C.T's),

q=

Sky Publishing Corp.

i radianO
.AA.<<^
Lve
.e)L
0=
.where 0 is in seconds of arc.
T'
T'he resofution of a short focus carlera is firnited by film grain. For

F

Tan0

Tan0

a fifm of resolution R lines per nillimetre, the rninimu.m resolvable distance is equal, to 1/2R. As can be seen fron the tiiagran

^
O
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= ff

265

seconds

For ar average telescope (reflector l5ornn f(.5, refractor

75rnm f15) and
for average 1116 (R=30 l-ines mm-l) 0 is three seconds of arc. This not
sufficient to show a-lt the detail that the objective carl resofve. In
order to get diffraction-l-imited images, a longer focal length is necessary. T?iere are three main rnethocls of enlargement: eyepiece-canera' eyepiece projection and Barlov lens projection.
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Film at prime focus of objective lens.
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The sinplest of these methods is the eyepiece-cmera method, see
Figure 2. The telescope is focused at infinity and pointed directly at
the object to be photographed, the camera fens (also focused at infinity)
is closely applied to the eyepiece and the exposure taken. The equivalent
focal, length of the optical systen is dependent on the rnagnification and
the focal tength of the canera used. If a cmera ol local fength F is
combined vith a tefescope of magnification ll, then the resul_tant focal
length will be MI a:rd thus the locaf ratio of the system is l,,lF/D, where
D is the aperture of the telescope.
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Figure )+. Schematic diagrm of Barl-ow-fens projection systern.
The third and perhaps the system vith the best definition of the three
is the tefephoto lens or Barlow-lens projectj.on. In this system, see Figure
,l+, a negative lens is placed just in front of the objectivers focaf pl-ane
to enlarge the image. The focal length of this system is dependent on the
focal length of the objective, the focal- length of the secondary and the
projection distance and is given by the forroula

Focal lengLh = nll + ll

rl2

t

nZ llr

I

4,

EYEPI€CE

ONECNVE

LENS

n1l

I

o'

C^MERA

LEN9

t
PLANE

Iigure 2. Eyepiece-camer& system.
The next and most usual- nethod. of enl-argenent is eyepiece proJeetion,
see ligure 3. It requires a filn-holcier placed in a light-proof housing
at a given distance from the seconri nodal point of the eyepiece,
The foca] fength of this systern is dependent on the focal- length of
the eyepiece, the projection distance anai the focal length of the objective,
a:rd is given by the formu.la
Focal length = F[P 1 ]

f--'

vhere F = objective focaf length, f = eyepiece focal- length, P = proJection
distarce.

where F = focal- length of objective, f = focat length of second.ary(moclufus
value) and P = projection d.istance.
Thus the foca.l ratio of the system is given by the expression
FD

f 5 =;{;+tl
UJ
the aperture of the telescope.
It is inportant to know the focal- ratio of a system because the
recluired e,{}josur"e, for extended objects, is depenclent upon the focal ratio,
The exposure is deternined by two main factors, the area of the objective
and the area of the image, Thus
where D =

r*L
-Dz

and T-F2

or combined, can be expressed

as

q-F2

where

f = :, ard T = time of erposure.
F'

Thus high focaf ratios, such as those used in high-resolution photographs of the Moon ard planets , require very long exposures. In longer
exposures there is a tendency for the image to be bfurred by atmospheric
disturbance. Linlting the exposure tirne reduces this effect to some extent.
llovement

of the image is due to local disturbmces in the atrnosphere' or

eddi.es, passing in front of the objective. Maximum d.isplacement of the
tight from the normal occurs when the eddy is halfVay in front of the
objective. The time tahen for the eddy to travel hal-fvay across the objec-

tive, T6, is given by
s+D
1n-=_

where v = windspeed, D = aperture of objective and s = linear size of eddy.
For exmple, if v = lOrns-I, D - 15Om a:rcl s = 1o0nn, then TO = 0s.075.

Qr

Figure 3. Eyepiece projection

system.
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T'hus exposures must be shorter than 0s.075, if bfurring is not to be
too pronounced. In most cases Os.CT5 is too short an exposure to properly
expose the fifm mless high-speed fifm is used. High-speed film tends to
have fow resolution usually (tO-20 lines m-1).
Thus a long focal length
is necessuy to resofve all possible detaif - hence a still longer exposure is necessanlr. Finding a good compromise between filn grain, focal
ratio and atmospheric turbufence is something mainly detemined by trial
ald error.
Even on nights of good seeing, there is m absolute timit to resolution
This limit is due to cliffraction of light at the edge of the objective. So
a tefescope instead of giving a point,image will form a disc surrounded by
a series of interference fringes. T'ttese are famifiar to most astronomers
as the Airy dlsc, nmed after the Astronomer Royal , Sir George Airy, who
first conpared the refative brightness of various parts of the disc.
Represented graphically, the brightness of the disc shoufd appear as in
Figure !. The first minima occurs where r -- L.zD,f, where f is the focaf
ratio and I is the wavelength. Thus the full dlmeter of the Airy disc is
2.1,+)+^f. T\ro points are usually considered as resofvable, if the centre of
one disc coincides with the erlge of the other. This criterion is knolrn as
the Rayleigh criterion.
Thus two points are considered as resolvable if
they are 1.22Xf apart. The minimm resofveble distance on the foca^f plane
of the lens equals 1.221f, and therefore substituting j-.2?^f for D, and
letLing f = 4600X, in the expression

- 206 z65D
0=--TLhe nin-imum resol vable
aperture in niffimetru"lgtt

equa-Ls

I I ' 58
seconds of arc' vhere D is the

-

, @wuE
'uneana)

Figure !. Disc Brightness.
should be able to resolve (theoretical-ly at least)
to this criteria.
In practice, this is hard_ly ever possible, but the system shoufd theoretically make it possible to resofve to 11.58/D seconds.
Even equipment of mateur size ca give very good perfomance. A
photograph gives a very direct representation of any occurrence and if
weff taken nay resofve to tvo or three seconds of arc. A photograph is
one of the most impressive and graphic ways of recording observations used
in amateur astronon\y.
Good photographs
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A STAR
G.P. Briggs

WHEN DOES

RISE?

Amongst the conaunity of amateur astronomers there are those peopl-e
vho are most at hone behind a sfiaie rule anal those r.rho ,b.re most at home
behind an eyepiece. The fatter class has no time for ialculations and
its members l-ike to be abl-e to go to a graph and straight avay reacl off

the nuabers that vil-l enab]_e them to nal(e the nost of their observing
tine. This paper reviews the r:athernatj.cs behind the construction of two
graphs that vil1 help then' to do this.
Imagine the follovi-ng situation if you vitt.
Ikeya and Seki have
just discovered a new comet (l!Bl+a) and young PhiJ-lip John has Just rei
ceived his B.A.A. Cireular No.575 which sets out in black and I'hite the
right ascensj.on and decl-ination of this wonderfu-l obJect. Phillip John
is very excited and finds it very difficuft to wait until nightfal-l_, but
in the meantime, via short vave radio, he contacts his friend Peter
Robert vho lives in the smal,f tovn of BandS'va1lop North Just B)+ Kil-ometres
NNE of Phillip John. Peter Robert is al-so excited and promises to come
over that night and to bring his pair of nell G0T0 7 x 50 binoculars with
hin.
When together, the friends realize that as Peter Robert has forgotten
to bring the star atfas and that Philfip John has no setting circles on
the mounting of his telescope, right ascension and decl_ination have no
meaning for then on the farn vhere Phillip John li.ves. Whs.t can they do?
Hov will they find the conet?
The ansver, of course, is that they should go to the bookshel-f and
get out their copy of this paper that they just happen to have han{y, Of
course they ignore the mathematics and. junp straight to the graphs at the
back wherein they find sufficient information to al-lov them to say vhen
and vhere on their horizon the comet will rise.
Consid.er the diagram of the ceJ-estial sphere shovn in figure 1, and
fron this we can extract the spherical triangle shorn in Figure 2. Fron
the theory of spherical trigonometry are derived. the foll-oving tvo
versions of the Cosine Ru.l-e,
(r)
cos(a) = cos(l)cos(c) + sin(b)sin(c)cos(A)
(2)
Cos(a) = -cos(s)cos(c) + Sin(B)Sin(C)Cos(a)
wherd the capital- l-etters refer to the angle included between tvo siales
of the triangle and the lorer case l-etters refer to the sid.es opposite
to these angl-es.
We need. onLy use the first of these tvo equations, ff vo let
a = ze4ith distance (6)
u = 9O? - fatitucle (Latituae = g)
^^u
c = 9U
- decllnatlon (Dec.Llnatlon = O/
and A = seni-tliurnal- arc (S)
(The senri-diurnal- arc is that path across the slqy travelled by a heavenly
boqy betveen the tine that it rises and the time it culudnates ora the
time between its cufinination and the tine it sets ) ancl substituting in
(t) ve get
Cosq = cos(90-O).cos(90-6) + sin(9o-0).sin(90-6).CosS
that is.
(3)
Cosq = gln6.tind + CosO.Cos6.CosS
Nov ignoring refraction, the zgnith d.istance (4) of a star vhen
rising or setting is, of couse, 9Oo, and ue get
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Zeni

th

Cospo =

that is,

0 = Sin6.SinQ +

CosQ.Cos6.CosS
hence
CosS

= -Sin{.Sin6

= -Tan0.Tan6

which is quite a sinpte expression for the semi-diurnaf r6rc (S).
th
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C€l

estlrl

Polc
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However,

hence

if re are to take refraction into account, the horizon

cos(9o+r) = -sin r= sino.sin6+ coso.cos6.coss

coss = -Tan6.TarO

l{orth
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Figure 1. Celestiaf sphere.
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iigure 2. Spherical- triangle.

al

arc

(\)
has

effectivel-y to be rloweredr by r, thehorizontafleiraction (r=3!'of arc
at seal-evel). Hence, the zenith distance becolies !0u+ r (90'35') and
we get

Strr setting

5l

Coso.Cos6.CosS

(5)

- Cos6
="it="
. Cosg
,

refraction changes CosS by the anount
Sin r _ Sin35'
Cos6. Cos0 Cos6.CosQ
llov Cos6 is alvays positive ancl Cos{ is always positive. Then r being a
snall quantity
o < r <<18oo
Sin r is also positive so that CosS is alvays lessenetl by taking
refraction into account. Hence S is alllays increasecl by refraction.
this rneans that a star is ceuseal to stay above the horizon longer by
refraction.
For S to be tlefinecl CosS must stay vithin the range
-1<CosS<+1 ,
but the right sitle of equation 6 can take on ar\y va.l-ue at all depenrling
on the value of 6 and 0. Any star for vhi.ch the right side of equation
6 is found to be greater than +1 is circunpo.lar ancl never rises. Any
star for vhich the right sitle of equation 6 is found to be less than -1
is circumpolar and never sets.
Azinuth is measured. fron that point of the horizon which ls directly
belov the poJ-e above the. horizon, eastraral before transit (for exarnple,
at rising) anal sest'waral after transit (for example, at setting).
If we let
a = 9Ol - aleclination (declination = 6)
b = 90" - l-atitude (latituae = 4)
c = zenith d.istance at rising or setting (q)
A = azirnuth (A)
and ve substitute in equation 1, we get
cos(90-6) = cos(90-0).cos(90+r) + sin(90-O).sin(90+r).cosA
that is,
Sin6 = -SiBO.Sin r + Coso.Cos r.CosA
md
(r)
+ lsn 1.r4n4
cosA = Eo;f;*;
means
This
account.
into
refraction
by
taking
Thus, CosA is increased.
the azinuth at rising or setting is clecreased by refraetion.
As vith (6), trre right hard side of (?) can take on any value
depending on the values of 6 and {. If ve take the simpl-e case, ignoring
the Tan r term ancl setting Cos r = l, ve get
_ Sin6
^^^ ^ - Cos6
'"-^
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and the

cr

azi:uth (L) is tnus r.:ndefined

i'.'D: Calcul-ate the hour angle of the star or conet by
.
h=0-c
STF FIVE: Look up graph I to give the seni-diurnal arc for the star or

STEP

vhen

Si n6 < _l
..
CosO -

vhen
-

comet

D1 nO

> +l

Cos 0

that -is, vi:ersin6 < sin(O-90)
or vhen
Sin6 > Sin(90-0)

that is,
6

or rhen '

vhen
o-90

is positive
0 is negati.ve

vhen 0

(Bi

I

'hen
6 > go-0
I
for circunpolar stars which never rise'

)

and nhen

is positive j
(8ii)
lrhen O is negative
6 < g0-0
for circunpolar stars vhich never set.
In ansrrer to the question posed as the titl-e to this paper ve can
state: A star rises when its hour angle is equal to ninus its semi-diurnaf
arc, and a stax sets vhen its hour angJ-e is equal to its semi-diurnal- arc.
Young PhiLlip John vill now ask, "Hov do I calculate the hour angle
of a star?" To rhich ve repfy that the hour angle (h) of a star is
or

6>

vhen

o-90

when O

1

given

b;.-

(e)

h-0-4

vhere 0 is the sidereal tirne of the observation and

cr

is the right

ascension of the star observetl, so ve sinpl"' subtract the right ascension
fron the siclereal titne to get the hour ar.;re. ..-:: hour angle less than
zero indicates that the star is east of the r-erid.ian, and it is west of

the neridian if the hour angle is greater than zero. 0f ccurse, if it is
equaf to zero, the star is in transit anil is at its highest point above
the horizon.
By this time Phi1lip .-ohn is Ju:nping up and down screa,ning "Tel-l- me
rhen!" So to tell- hin when, re get out his AstrotomicaL Epheneris 1.984
and the graphs at the encl of this reviev, ar.d. in addition ve r:eed to knov
the follorring:
1. The right ascension of the star or conet, c
2. The decl-ination of the star or comet, 6
3, His latitude, 0
L. His longitude, I
5, Which tine zone he is in, t1
b. The Iocal time and dale, L
STEP ONE: Find the Universal- or Greenwich l'lean Time (t9) UV
tO=t+tl
STBP Tt{O: Knouing the tlate and time at Greenvich (tg) took up the Greennich rean sitlereaf tine (00) from the Astroronieal Epheneris 1984.
STEP fiIREE; Subtract his longitude to give sitlereal tine at his place of
observing (e), ttrus
0=00-l

.

SIX: Consult the criteria below.

i
lorh<0md
At = S + h < 0; the object has yet to rise in latl sidereal hours,
or At = S + h = 0; the object is rising now,
or At = S + h > O; the object has risen iatl siderear hours ago.
Forh>0and
At = S - h < O; the object has yet to set in lAtl sidereal hours,
or At = S - h = O; the object is setting now,
or At = S - h > O; the object set latl sidereal hours ago.
As a bonus look up graph 2 to find the azimuth at rising or setting.
Readers are remincled that for fast-moving objects, the right
ascension ancl decl-ination will have changed betveen the tine of the
cal-culation and rising cr setting, hence it is necessary to cafcul-ate the
rising and setting timq then ca-lculate new right ascension and. declination
for that time md recal,culate the nev rising and. setting tines. TVo or
three iterations l-ike this shoufcl be sufficient for all boclies. Another
method is described by Hanilton (1953).
To sr.u:rmarise the steps outlined above:
Step 1. Obtain o, 6, 0, l, t11 t.
A. t = t + tl,
3. Look up 99 fron the A.E.
l+. fr = 0g - I - c.
5. Look up S from graph 1 and A from graph 2.
6. Consul-t the criteria above and vork out the tine of rising
or setting.
7. If necessalfr Bo back to step 1 and calculate new vaLues of
the parameters for fast-noving bodies.
STEF
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TtlE 125rm AIL-REFLECTOR

CORONASCOPE

G.N. Sprott
Sometimes it tahes one significant astronomicaf event to set a trail
for an anateur astronomerrs activities: This is vhat happened to the
author. In this case, the event vas in being abfe to observe conet Ikeya-

Seki very cfose to the Sun in L955 October. Untif this situation arose,
it was thought to be inpossible to viev both the Sun and a conet at the
same time, in the same tefescopic field; yet, it happened, the author

hot day, with the Sun 5Ct above the horizon.
This event nade the author wonder how many comets are nissed, simply
because no search is being carried out near the linb of the Sun for then.
Since the sighting of lkeya-Seki it has becorne apparent that this comet
was no excepti.on. It is one of mar\y which share the same, or almost the
same orbit. Within the fast ten years, there have been three discoveries
of comets of this group, yet only one ras observed. near the Sun at perihelion, purely and simply because it vas d.iscovered before it reacheai
perihetion. The other two, comet Pereyra 1963 and comet White-OrtizBolel-li 1970 vere discovereti after perihel-ion passager Hacl a vateh been
kept near the Sun, it is quite possible that they noul-d have been cliscovered near perihelion. As these comets belong to the famous Sungrazing group, the orbit they foffolr is not alvays favourably placeal for
searching at night; thus, there ere tvo seasons in the year j.n vhich
cornets in this orbit could be missed, yet they stancl a good chance of
being observed near the Sun. Ttrerefore, vith these thoughts in nincl,
the author feel-s that this orbit may contain extensive conet material,
and, using suitabfe equipnent, perhaps one comet per tso years coulal be
found near the Sun. With these assumptions, the author couLd not contain
himsel-f from doing sonething about searching for these obJects near the
Sun. Consequently the author fountt hinself inclulgetl in a nev interest observed a comet on a

telescope malring.

Originatly a I2rmm Nevtonian vas bui1t, and noulteal in a fixed
position in the roof of the observatory., parall-ef to the Earthrs axis.
This vas fed by a 200nn siclerostat on the roof, the teJ-escope proJecting
an inage of the slgr area around the Sun onto a screen. The most interesting optical vork for this ras mal<ing the 2OOEn flat. Three flats had
to be made, beceuse no large flat reference plate vas avail-abl-e et the
time. This systern vorked vel-l- for observing the Sun vithout the occu.lting
disc, but the second.ary ancl its support vere causing scatterecl light in
the fielil, so eventuaffy it ras necessa4r to think of a different type of
instrument,

Ttre final- choice of design was the al-f-reflector coronascope. Tttis
system is being triect at the solar observatory at Big Bear Lake in the
San Bernard.ino Mountains 150 ki.lonetres east of Los Angeles. A very good
tiescri-ption of al-l the telescopes used at this observatory is given by

Zirirr (19?0). Al-f four are mounted in the sa,me tube. ltrere arc trro
refractors, a l+O0nn off-axis Cassegrainim reflector and the 25Om
a.Il-reffector coronagraph of 23onn aperture. Ttre diagram shosing the
light paths of al-f these instruments gave sufficient information for the
author to pl-an his ovn coronaseope. Figure I shovs the optical path of
the authorrs instnnent.
Light enters apertute A fron the Sun uct slql area near the Su, and
goes dovn to mirror Ol. ltris nirror is 125m in tlianeter' and has a focus
of 2.8 nnetres. The ndrror is tiftecl so that the focus does not occur
vithin the inconaing beam from A. ltre sofar inage at the focus is 25nmo in
25onm
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Figure 1. Diagrm of light Path in Alf-neflector Coronascope.

dimeter. At the focus of Ol is mirror Fl. It has a special iob to do-it nust get rid of the light fron the Sun itseff, yet reflect-the light
fron the sky area around the Sun to Mirror 02. To do this, Fl has a hole
in it only large enough to tet the solar irnage out. Mirror 02 is situated
next to 01; therefore F] must be tifted to ref.lect to 02. Both mirrors
11 and 02 have the same radius of curvature -- 2.8 metres. 02 is also
ti.l,ted to direct the light to mirror 14, vhich is ffat. tr1 is conveniently
placed in order to direct the final focus through an aperture in the
side of the tube.
The important thing vith this instrument is to have rnirror Fl as
near as possible to the focus of Ol. The irnage which is exarnined is the
image of Fl, and. can be ideal-ly projected onto a screen in a darkened
observatory. l,'lirror 02 foms the inage at the final- focus, since its
both mirror F1 and the final focus
radius of cuvature is 2.8 metreu,
a point of interest here -- rnirror Fl
are at distance from it. There is "rrd
has a rad.ius of curve equal to the focus of 01, and focuses an image of
Ol on 02. This is extremely convenient when lining up the optics.
With the decision to accept this design, it was evident that the
Therefore, the
diagram in Zirin(19?O) could not be relied upon fully.
author took the precauti.on of experirnenting by setting up the mirrors
outside, and feeding starlight into the system with the 200m flat' In
this way, it was possible to position the mirrors until al-1 astignatism
was completely gone. Also, to carry this out, it vas necessary to make
a second Fl mirror rithout a hole. Having found the best position for
the mirors, a tube was designed for the telescope. This vas made from
but it
1)+Onrm plywood. As it turned out, it vas far to heaw to lift,
vas sol-id.

During the testing of the rnirrors outside' one of the inevitable
trapsoftelescope-makinghappened--sidetrackecl.whenthernirrorsvere
aligned correctly, the 2O0m flat was turned on to the l'loon and Saturn'
and the resolution and contrast of the system were extremely good'
Finall-y it vas decided that it shoufd be momted outside, on an equatorial
nount, but, unknown to the autho: at the time, this presented problere
regarding its use as a coronascope. Slnce the nirrors are mounted to
avoid strain on the opticaf sufaces, there is a slight shift in mirror
position vhich causes the inage of Fl at the final focus to change position when the telescope is turned from one object to the next' The
lesson learnt here is not to be sid.etracked fron the original goal- The
l-esson having been learnt, the observatory roof is belng nodified to
accept the coronascope' and to have it fed by the siderostat'
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Littfe trouble was encountered ln naking the mirrors. The l25m Ol
to be difficult to test because of its long-radlus curve. It
seemed too far avay to interpret the shadovs correctly, During his stay
in Woomera, A.E. Coombs gave some helpful advice on cutting hofes in
mirrors without distorting the surface. The author carried out his advice
on mirror Fl, and had no troubfe vhatsoever; essentially the ad.vice is
this. The mirror is ground to the desired curve. Before continuing on to
fine grinding, the hole is cut out with a biscui-t cutter and the core is
retained, After vinding fine string around. the core, it is stuck back
into the mirror with plaster of paris, leaving a length of string coming
from the back of the mirror. Making sure nc pfaster is protruding over
the nirror surface, the join is then seafed. with beesvax. From here, the
mirror is ground, polished and figured, after vhich the core is removed
slmply by pul.ling the string at the back of the mirror.
The fofl-owing is a table shoving radius of curve and dianeter of alf
mirrors for this project:
Di arneter
Raalius of Curve
Mirror
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was f'oun,l

ol

5.5 metres

L25twt

netres

150mn

!,1

2.8

a2

2. B

M

ffat

metres

T5nm
63rnrn

rninor

axis

the hole in F1 is 25.\nn in diarneter.
Every precaution must be taken that al,f mirrors are absolutely polished. Argreyr surface vilf scatter light just off the optical axis. When
the author first started mal<ing his ovn optics, this vas one fault into
which he fel-1. He was too preoccupied in watching the surface figure during polishing; as a resuft, he woul-d finish up vith a surface of good
figure, but poor potish. The tragealy vas that the surface looked good
untif it vas silvered, after which it looked very grey. Since then, he has
nade a practice of carefully polishing the surface for tvice the nolTal
period of time, making sure, in the meantime, that the raclius of curve
does not change. After the polishing is finishetl, he checks the surface to
be sure that no greyness can be found. The surface figure is then checked'

and figuring is continuecl until the job is cornpleteil. Most nirrors he has
using this technique have been easy to figure ancl, of course' have a
high polish. The polishing and figr.rring is done on pitch laps, using the
finest optical rouge availabl-e' Afl the mirrors except M, which is flat'
have sphericaf surface figures, and errors on the surfaces are fess thm
1/20 wave.
Finally, nention should be made about the perforrnance of this instrument. Mars, near opposition, was very interesting, showing much fine tletail on its surface. Ttre amazing thing vas the absence of flare. The only
time that ffare vas noticed was vhen Mars cast a shadov of el-ectric l-ight
made

vires overheacl on mirror Ol. When one of the four large satellites of
Jupiter noves in front of the planet, the satel-lite ancl its shaalov cast on
Jupiter can be observecl. At the most favourabfe times of the year' the
shadov of Saturn car be seen on the far side of its ring system' The division in rings aromd saturn is alvays most striking. This instrunent can
be sunmed up as up as being of an excelfent off-axis clesign' Apart from
resofution being so good, contrast is exceptional. The next tel-escope to be
nade vill- be one ol the off-axis clesigns but firstly the author must complete this one and have it doing the vork' for shich it vas originally intended
iearching and observing conets in the area of the Sun'
REFERISICE
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THE CAUSTIC TEST IOR SHORT FOCUS MIRRORS
,'

H.J.

Edelnan

Ttre average amateur astronomer usually makes his first mirror one
of long focus, so that he has the simpler task of naking a spheroidal
surface. I'rom this he tends to graduate to bigger and bigger rnirrors
of decreasing focal ratio. While he remains in the region of f/B to
f/7, ne can manage to produce a good miror by using Foucauft and Ronchi
tests. He can also test tire radius of curvature of selected zones of
the nirror by using a rnlcrometer on the Y-axi.s of his Foucault tester
and compare the results with the theoretical values.
In making shorter focus mlrrors, and particularly those under f/5 or
f/I+, it becomes increaslngly difficult to deterrnine the end point in this
latter test, and the resu-}ts become increasingly subjective. The sol-ution
of this problem is the use of the caustie curve test described by Schroader
Qget). This test provides an end-point which can be clecided precisely,
and Schroader states that vith welJ--made test equipment an accuracy of

1/100 wave can be obtained.
Durlng the past year, with interruptions, the author has been nalting
a l5onn Da-lf Kirkham, vith a primary of f/3 (focal- length 0.1+6 nletre).

is ellipsoida1, having sone B0% of the ful1 paraboloidal
correction, In order to test this deep curve and neasure the clegree of
correction accurately, the author decided to bui.fal a precision caustic
tester.
The problere involvecl are clarifiecl by reference to Figures 1 vhich shov the behaviour of spheroidal and paraboloidal mirrors.
In
Figure I a spheroidal- mirror ir shown reflecting on-axis parallel rays of
light such as those from a star. Light from the central- area of the
mirror comes to a focus further from the mirror than that reflectetl fron
the periphery, resulting in a diffuse area of focus, Figure 2 sholrs the
same mirrot being tested with light, the source of vhich is at its centre
of curvature C. A11 parts of the rnirror bring the light to a cfear focus
at one point, and testing this type of mirror at its centre of curvature
is therefore refiabfe, A paraboJ-oidal nirror is alepicted in Figure 3, in
this all on-axis parafl-ef rays of ligbt come to the same focus F. this
type of surface is, of course, increasingly necessary as the focal ratio
fall-s further betov f/tO. Figure )+ shors vhat happens when a paraboJ-oiclal
nirror is tested by a point source of light at the centre of curvature of
its centraf area. Let us consider tvo identical areas of mirror 4 anti b,
at an equa] radius from the centre of the mirror and clirectly opposite
each other. These bring the light to a focus at the points A and B at
opposite sides of the optic axis, and further from the mirror than its
centre of curvature C.
As the peirs of areas shovn in Figure )+ are placed nearer the centre
of the mirror, the focal points nove backvards towaxds the mirror, and
cfoser to the optic axis, as shovn by the curved dashed fine ACB. This
curved fine is the caustic curve. It identifies the position of focus
for different parts of the mirror as tested by this method. The essence
of the caustic test is to measure the caustic curve of the mirror under
test, anal compare the findings with the calcul-atecl va-lues. ftre d"istance
of a point on the curve for"hrard of C along the optic uis is the Y-axis
measurenent (Y), anA the alistance at right angles to this betveen pails
of points is the X-axis neasurement (X).
The primary

l+
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TI{E

I*IETHOD

A test bench is made of two long pieces of wood, firmly fixed together
having a stand for the nirror at one end and a platfonn for the tester at
the other. The tester is bo.lted. to the platform vhen its proper position is
determined.

Figure 1. Spheroidal mirror,
dilfuse focus of paralfef

Lihen a nask is placed in front of the mirror, anal tie tester set at
the appropriate distance, tvo images of the J,ight slit are produced, as at
A ard B in Figue )+. T'he X micrometer is used to centre the wire over one
of the images, a reading is tahen, and the wire is then centred over the
other sl-it inage. A further reading is takcn, md the d.ifference gives
the distance AB between the tTo images, and this is the value X for this
radius of the mirror as seen in the hofes in the mask. In the original
test, the centre of curvatr.re of the centre of the mirror is founat, the
wire is centred on the nov single slit inage at this point, and the tester
fixed to the platforrn. The Y carriage is novecl back the a.mount of Y for
the outer pair of mask holes, and testing begun at this point. The amount
of X is measured., and the Y carriage then moved to the Y position for the

Figure 3. Paraboloidal mirror,
point focus of parallel

fight rays.

Iight rays.

next pair of holes. The tester is set arbitrarily at the calculated Y
positlon for each mask, and the vaLue of X for each is compared vith the
theoretica-} value. Differences between the observecl and cafeulated values
of X are a measure of the departure of the mirror surface from the desired
curve. In this test, vafues of X shich are too high indicate undercorrecti.on ancl those too lov over-correction. It shouLd be pointeal out
that the caustic curve shown in Figure l+ is greatly exeggerated for cl-arity.
For a 15Omn f/J mirror, using a mask with hol-es vhose centres are 69.5ru0
from the centre of the mirror, Y is 15.98\nn and X is 1.737iln.
It is found that a novenrent of not more than 0.005mn of the X micrometer vil-l move the sire in or out of centre in refation to the slit
image, and so the end-point of the test can be read to this degree of
accuracy. Evaluation of the test sholrs cl-early the nature anti arnount of
the errors on the mirror, and l\rther polishing strate&r can be specificaJIy planned to treat them.
Figure 2. Spheroiclal- mirror,
testetl at centre of curvature.

FXFERXNCE

Schroader, I.H., Anateur Ieleseope Making, Book Three, Scientific American
Inc. , PP1r29-\r6, 1967.

Figure l+. Parabol-oidal mirror,
testeal at centre of curvature.

A series of nasks is rnade having pairs of circular holes diametrica1ly opposite and at the sane tlistance frorn the centre. the diameter of
the holes shou-ld be not less than R/100, vhere R is the raclius of curvature of the nirror. Their distance r fron the centre of the mask shou]d

be measured

to an accuracy of

0.5rnn

if possibfe. The vafues for y

are calcul-aterl from the folloving foruulae and tabul-atecl:
-- \r3
" 3r2
and
^R

THE TESTER

ancl

X

"=-Rz

This wm made along the fines of precision testers described in the
Gleanings for ATMts section of Sky and Telescope. Some of the engineering
is prirnitive, anci the author intends naking some irnprovements. There is a
heavy steeJ- base carrying the light source, vhose position is adjustable.
The light slit has a width of about O.OBnn. On this base runs the y-axis
stage, moving along the optic axis, operateii by a nicrometer vhich can
read to o.o2uun. 0n bhis moves the x-axis carriage, which bears the testing
device, and is operated by a microrneter reading to 0.OO2m. Ttle test device
is a thin vire about 0.1run in alianeter, stretchecl vertical-ly imediatery
belov the light s]lt, and vieved fron behincl by an eyepiece of approxinatel-y
2!m foca-l length.
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A 150-mm MAKSUTCV CORRECTING LENS
F. Mazur
This story of the con:rtruction of a Maksutov tefescoDe rea].Ly begir,s
with the authorrs first venture into the field of astrononical optics,
which, fike that of many other amateur astronomers, was the building of a
The mimor was ground, figured and polished
150-mn I'lewtonian reflector.
with as much care and attention as possible, and when it seemed finished
satisfactorily,
it was fitted in a tube on an equatorial mounting made
with various items of disposals equipment.
'rhe telescope performed well- and much pleasure was derived from the
observation of p.lanets and deep-sky objects which it made possible. After
a time, however, the author began to ask himself, riJust how good is this
mimor which I have produced, how many mill-ionths of an inch in figure
does it differ from the ide41 parabola and what fraction of a wave does
this r:epresent?tt. To answer these questions, the author invested in the
punchase of Amateur Teleseope Making.
A study was made of the sections
relating to the various pnocedures availabfe for testing the figure of an
It was decided that the so-caLled rrcaustic testrr
astronomica.L mimor.
would provide the reouired information.
Apparatus capable of caruying out this test to the highest-possible
degree of accuracy had then to be constructed - the aim being 1/100 wave,
The mirror was duly tested and found to be accurate to f/3 wave. Duning
a period of two weeks, the parabolic surface was refigured to an ovenall
accuracy of f/14 wave.
The instrument, of portable construction, was now capable of very
good resofution.
In fact, the telescope has been used for demonstrations at high schools and elsewhere. More recently, it was utilised by
the State Electricity
Commission of Victonia in the investigation of certain problems connected with the chimney-stacks at Hazelwood Power Station in the Latrobe Valley.
The authorrs telescope is nelatively bul-ky, however, as compared
with the advertised characteristics of some pomnercially-available catadioptric instruments which combine good penformance with minimal portability problems. An i.nvestigation into the feasibilitv
of constructing
a companable telescope disclosed that a number of fonmidabl-e problerns
would be encountered.
Information on construction techniques was not
easy to obtain in those days, whilst qlass suitable for making the corWhat then was one
recting J-ens was seemingly unobtainable in Australia.
to do? If a piece of glass of the desired thickness and curvature was
not availabl"e, perhaps it might be possible to soften and bend some glass
to the required shape. But then, how was one to go about bending it?
Nobody with the necessary experience was readily available for guidance.
The use of good-quality (and therefore expensive) glass in the experimental, stages was out of the question, so that it was decided to utilise
sone laminated glass obtained from a disposals store - elass vrhich had
pneviously been used in a jet fighter aircnaft's windscreen.
After" separating the laminations, a piece of glass lgrnm thick was
This then had to be bent so that its l50-mn diameter would
obtained.
have a radius of curvature of 150mm. The chances of success were indeterm.inate but there was nothing to lose in the venture and maybe some
very usefuJ- experience to be gained.
The next step was to procue a small, second-hand oven, eouipped
To suDport the piece of
with a thermocoupfe attached to a mifliammeter.
glass in the oven while it was undergoing the softening and reshaoing
process, it was obvious that a mould having the requined degree of conMAKING

cavity for the correcting-lens curvature was needed. This mould was
fashioned from teFa-cotta c1ay. Tenporarily supported by a ring of
galvanised iron, it was scooped out untif its curvature comesponded to
that of the required correcting lens. The mould was then baked in order
to set it and drive off any moisture which may subsequentl,y have given
rise to problems during the shapinq of the qJ.ass. The mpuld was supported in an aluminiurn saucepan during the baking period, with the incidental result that the utensil me.lted completelyl
It was only possibl-e to guess the coruect temperature for shaping
the glass and the obvious appnoach was by experiment. First, a piece of
scrap glass was placed in the now-hardened moufd. The oven was now set
to steadily-incr:easing temperatures, as recorded by the thermocouple and
mill-iammeter combination. This exoerimentation continued until a temperature was attained at which the glass softened and sagged to take uD
the shape of the mould. After this, the glass for the correcting lens
was pJ-aced on the mould and intnoduced into the oven, at the same setting
fon the same period. To rninimise stressing of the glass after completion of the sagging plocess, it was coofed very slowly over a 48-hour
period prior to nemovaf frorn the oven. The glass was found to conform
well, to the predetermined deg::ee of curvature.
Further problems remained, quite apart from the actual figuring. It
was necessary to make accurate determinations of both the radius of curvature and the thickness of the comecting lens. Once again', sgecial
pieces of apparatus were designed and constructed for" this purpose. The
::adius of curvature was rneasured by the use of a device which permitted
the l-ens to swing in an arc against an arrn of adjustable length' calibrated to 0.6mm. The measunement of the thickness was effected with a micrometer arrangement of a size sufficientty large to accomnodate the
l-50-mm

lens.

To facilitate the grinding and polishing of the three surfaces
invo.l-ved - two on the conecting J-ens and one on the main minror - a
smatl rotating table was constructed from a car-wheel hub and stub axle.
The table was turned by gearing from an etectric motor. This rotatinq
tabfe enabled the grinding and polishing process to be carried out without the need to walk around the work in a cincle.
The main mirror p:resented fewer problems than the coBecting lens.
The requined radius of curvatue being 0.7m, manipulation of glass would
also be necessary in this phase of the undertaking. The main difficuJ-ty
here was that it was necessary to cut a 32-mm diameter hole in the centre
of the mirror. A soecial dnilling device was contrived for this pur-

pose. The first attempt at drilling met with misfortune: the glass was
ruined by cracking, The who]-e process was repeated' two further attemDts
also being unsuccessful-. The thought then occuryed to dni11 the hole
first and then bend the glass. This tine success was achieved.
Having cleared all these hurdles and gone on to figure the surfaces
of correcting lens and main minor, the latten then had to be fitted into
the telescope in such a way that its position was adjustabfe along the
length of the tube. This was achieved by fixing the central tube through which light is reffected back into the eyepiece - to the main
A second concentric tube' to which the main minror was
back plate.
attached was ar"nanged to slide over this, allowing the position of the
mirror to be adjusted by means of a screw passing through the back plate'
This allows the telescope to be focused between the Limits of infinity
and 6m.
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The final imase formed throuqh the hole in the nain rninor is then
refl,ected bV an erectinq crism and viewed throush the e.lepiece. Llhen
1-he instrument is used for thotographic purooses, the erecting prism can
be moved over to one side and the imare orojected directly into a camera
Usinq a ref.Lex camera, it
mounted on the back Dlate of the telescoDe.
is possibLe to view.rnd focus the imaqe directly through the viewfinder.
The present telescope nounting is constructed from ansle iron and
channel iron in an equatorial arranqement with a slip-rinr
R.A. circle.
The instrument is supported on a small wooden tripod.
The teLescope oerforns wel.l-, eslecialLv considering the type of
glass used in the correctinE lens and main nirror, and having reqard to
the experinental aDproach which was necessary.
O-Dtical testins of the instrunent has so far included neasurement
of the foca.l length of the correctinq lens by means of a special technique involvine the aliqnnent of Dinholes to produce paraflel rays of
The focal length of this negative lens is -8m,
lieht.
Further and more-compLete testins would require the use of an optical f]at of 150-mn dianeter but none is available.
Looking ahead to the future, havine qained from the experience of
naking this 150-mm l,laksutov telescope, consideration is beinq qiven to
constructinq a similar instrunent by nakinq use of the kits now being
advertised for buitd.ing 14aksutov telescooes up to 200-mn diameter.
The progrees ol part of the construction of the 150-m Maksutov may
be seen in the fol-fowing photographs taken by the author.
flgue

Figure 1.

La-minated

safety gl-ass.

Converted stovette

to furna.ce.

Figure 3. First attempt at sagging.

ligure )+. Caustic test rig.

Figure 6.

Figure 5. Rack to deterrnine separation.

t)O-mrn Maksutov.

The Rotation of Venus and its Armosphere

B.A.J.

CI"ARK

Ross (1928) discovered dark areas in uLtraviolet Photographs
of venus. He suspected thaE these dark areas were arranged in parallel
bands but surprisingly litt1e inEeresE was taken in this discovery
(Firsoff, 1957a). In l95O and 1954, Kuiper (1954) used the 2'05-m
Photographs
reflector of the McDonald observatory to take ultraviolet
in an effori to test the hypothesis that the dark markings are 'rotation
on photographs (Kuiper, r969) taken near
bands' like those on Jupiter.
superior conjunction, Kuiper (1954' 196f) found thac usually three or
four bands were present, sometimes as many as eight (four briSht, four
dark). calculations indicated that the bands were parallel to a Plane
fixed in space and inclined al 32 ! 2" to the orbit plane of Venus'
Kuiper assumed that rhe bands are connected with the axial roEation of
Venus, that is, that the bands are parallel to its equator, and the
north pole position of Venus was accordingly calculated to be
It was not possi'ble to derive
approximately at R.A. 3h 32m, Dec. *8I".
a-value for the period of axial rotation from the photographs, although
it seemed unlikely Ehat Ehe rotation period could be anywhere as long
as Ehe 225-day value (the orbital period of venus) previously thought
c orrec t .
In 1955, Dollfus (cited by Firsoff (195ia)) sunmarized numerous
visual observations of Venus Ehrough colour ftlters aE the Pic du Midi
Observatory. Firsoff claimed that Ehere was good agreement between these
results and his own extensive observations- A photograph of Venus taken
(violet) with the O'2-m refractor at
through a Wratten 47A filter
le Houga in 1946 shows three diffuse bands in broad agreement with the
photographic results of Kuiper and the visual results of Firsoff'
altho"gh Dollfus aPParenEly gave a different interPretarion'
Firsoff's work is worthy of particular comrtent for three
reasons: (i) it is work within the capability of amateurs to verify
it is apparently the first colour filter visual work
and exrend; (ii)
towards a study of the rotation of Venusl and
directed specifically
(iii)
Firsoff's interPreEation of his observations is seemingly
different from the results of many other observers obtained in Ehe same
period. Firsoff's use of colour filEers also Led to a controversy in
resolved' althou8h
tn" n.a.e. that has hardly been satisfactorily
filters are now used by mny B.A.A. observers. The purpose of lhis Paper
is to review results of observations relaEing Eo the rotation of venus'
to discuss visual and photographic nethods of obseruation, and to suSSest
some explanations for Ehe apParenE discrepancies presented'
A.

Visual Observations
vision In a criticism of an exPeriment by
(1960), Firsoff (1960) discussed the necessity
ofrealisminexperimentsaimedattestingtheabilityofobservers
to detect detail in simulated views of Venus' Warner (1961) pointed
out Ehat the mrkings on Ehe aPParent surface of Venus are not
faint but are hard to see simply because the variaEions
intrinsically
in brightness across the cloud surface are so small' He claimed with
inadequate Proof that observers able to see faint scars were not Sood
(i)

Factors affectine

Moore and cattermole

at detecting sma11 brightness differences and vice versa. He
correctLy stated that the ability Eo detect brightness difference
(more correctly, luminance difference) could be found (at least for
young adult observers) from Blackwel]'s contrast discrimination
results {see MiddleEon (1954) ) but he grossly misused these results.
Hartung (1961) disputed some of hrarner s contentiods but himself
made a questionable statement about the performanc'e of his om eyes
i.n observation of contrast.
Hyde and Fulford-Jones (1962) pointed out that the performance
of the eye in detecting detail depends considerably on the
illumination (more correctly the luminance) of the surrounding
field.
They concluded from incorrect reasoning that filters are
detrimental to visual observation of planetary detail.
Firsoff,
Robinson and Heath (I962) in separate letters exposed some of this
incorrect reasoning but Firsoff included a fallacious argument to
the effect that objective contrast is luminance dependent.
Pither (1962b) and Moore and Brinton (1962) likewise made points in
favour of colour filEers for planetary observations. Davies (1963)'
in an excellent paper, calculated the effect of the daylight sky in
reducing contrast on Venus and showed by experiment how the state
of adaptation of the eye affected the possibility
of seeing detail
on the planet. Robinson, Hyde, and Firsoff 11964) in separaEe
presentations reiterated their arguments for and against colour
filters
in visual observations of Venus, unfortunately withouE
taking sufficient notice of what Davies (1963) had stated.
Lenham (1958) claimed from experience that more deEail couLd
be observed with large telescopes, e.g. the McDonald 2.05-m reflector.

(ii)
Bands on Venus In the earliest B,A.A. Mercury and Venus
SecEion Reporr consulted for this paper, thaE of the eastern
elongation of Venus, 1956 (Moore, 195'la) r several observers are
recorded as having observed the bands although they are only
called 'dusky shadings
They were noE visible continuously
throughout the apparition, although no mentlon is made of the use

of colour filters.
No evidence of movement of the markings was
noted that could be attributed to rotaiion of Venus. Robinson
(1956) used colour filters and noticed irregularities
in the terhinator that would be consistent with the presence of two bands, one
each side of the equator.
Firsoff (I957a) made numerous colour filter observations of
the bands during rhe 1956 eastern elongation of Venus. He stated
that the bands are most easily visible in violet and blue light, and
that in white Light it is difficult
to see more of the bands than
the part where they cross the terminator, the so-called 'carets' or
'bays'which are darker than the resr of the planet and triangular
in form, Firsoff showed far more detail on his drawings than is
shown by the other B.A.A. observers in the report by Moore (1951a),
and the dark markings he showed are arranged in parallel bands.
OnLy a few of the drawings by the other observers show structure
that is easy to identify with the parallel band system. This would
throw doubt on lirsoff's
for
work but Firsoff used colour filters
his observations whereas mos! of the others apparenEly did not.
Furthermore, it is knom that a knowledge (or confiden! expectancy)
of the detall actually present assists in its observaEion. AfEer
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semi-periodic changes in the resulting measurements of the caps,
terminator and limb. The design of the photometer is not beyond
suspicion, however; in particular,
the intensity of the comparison
light source (a tungsten lamp) was controlled by a rheostat which
must alter the red/blue ratio of the comparison source, but Robinson
did not mention this.

most of his observations had been cmpleted, Firsoff received
photographs of Venus from Kuiper and he claimed that these
photographs confirmed his observations.
Dusky shadings reported to the B.A.A. Mercury and Venus
Section by visual observers appear to be present in each apparition
of Venus but they are usually described as more difficult
than usual
to see (e.9, Moore, 1957b, 1959a, 1959b, 1961a). Even with the
McDonald 2.O5-n reflector,
an experienced observer may not be able
Eo see them (lenham, 1958). Icnham (1959) reported several band-Iike
dull streaks visible at 500x with the Yerkes 1.0-m refracror stopped
down to between 0.3 and 0.6n; these streaks were later found to lie
parallel to the equator defined by Kuiper's position of the Cytherean
(or Cytherian', Tatum (196f)) axis of rotation,

Heath, Robinson, Wykes and Firsoff (1961) described their
observations of Venus through colour and polarizing fi-lters.
A suggestlon was made that the displacement of markings shown on
Devadas (1963)
some consecutive drawings indicated rotation.
described his observations of several parallel bright bands and
dusky belts on Venus. Of interest is his observaEion that these
details were besl seen in twilight or dawn but became difficult
when the Sun was more than 40 ninutes (time) above the horizon.
He also stated that the markings were not visible until a few
minutes after rhe observation had comenced.
Leatherbarrow (197f) presented observations made in

1964

showing dark markings reappearing ac mulciples of four or five days
on a few occasions.

(iii)

Caps o4.!3ggq

Pither (1962a) explained what is meant by 'caps'

on Venus: these are briSht areas near the cueps (and often called
tcusp caps' for that reason). Th"y are gomeEimes seen at one or
both cusps for several days in succession but Ehen fade away for

some time. They vary in posiEion on the disc and in size, brlShtness
and shape. On occasions a cap may appear surrounded by a dark
collar but this may be a physiological effect vhich is nevertheless
worch recording because iE is evidence of the objective presence of
the cap. The apparent size of the cap is Sreatly affected by
according to Pither.
observing through colour filters,

(1957b) rode many observations of the caps in 1956
in an aErempt to see whether they agreed in position wlth the pole
positions according to Kuiper. Tttese positions rtere not known to

Firsoff

Ile
Firsoff unti-1 his observations were substanEially cmplete.
found that colour filters mde a considerable difference to rhe
visi.bilicy of Ehe caps; on one occasion, in green lighc the south
cap appeared almost as easy to see as a Martian polar cap. Firsoff
concluded Ehat there was an undiscovered error in the cmpured
posiEion of the pole or else the south cap was eccenEric relaEive
Eo Ehe pole and uas being carried around it by rocation.

The caps are often reporEed by others, e.g. Moore (L957a,
1957b, 1959a, 1959b, 1960, 196la, 196lb). Their apparent periodicity
in visibility
was mentioned by Heath et a1. (1961). Robinson (1961)
used a visual comparison photomeEer to measure the relati.ve luminance
of Venus in red and blue light during 1959. He found that there eere

B.

Photokraphic Observa t ions
(i) Methods Ross (1929) used a Wratten l8A filter when making his
ultraviolet
photographs of Venus with the 1.5-m and 2.5-m Mt. Wilson
reflectors.
to be too dense for
Rackham (1957) found this filter
use with a 0.15-m reflector, and instead he used a llratten Tricolour
Blue, or a Chance OX9A filter.
The cmbinalion of an eyepiece with
gLass lenses for enlarging the inage and the Chance filter gave a
band of transmj"tced light between 35onn and 390nm which proved
satisfactory.
Rackham Eried Kodak Tri-X and Ilford HPS and HP3
films and found the latter to be preferable on account of its greaEer
contrast and finer grain, despite its slower speed. Ilford Microphen
developer was used. With the 0.15T Eelescope, exposures of 0.ls
to 0.2s were found adequate wiEhout a filter at f/93, and 1.0s with
In hazy conditions, the
the filter
in good atmospheric conditions.
ultraviolet
exposures had to be as long as 5s. Exposures made with
the Sun above the horizon generally proved useless because of the
large amounE of ultraviolet
scattered by the earEh's atmosphere.
Ross had emphasized Ehis poinc earlier.
Gadsden (1957) took a photograph of Venus on Ferraniacolor
35m film, using an exposure of 0.2s, an aperture of 0.61n, equivalent focal length of lJn, and an unsllvered secondary mirror.
Three-colour microdensitometry shorrred the presence of a dark area
on the planeE in red light, and Ehis was thought Eo confirm a visual
observation through a red filEer made rwo days earlier by Robinson.
of neutralizing armospheric
DalI (1961) pointed out the desirability
dispersion j.n observations of objects at relaEively lol' altlEudes
(ofcen the case with Venus) and he described methods of doing this.
Planetary photographs made wiEh compensation for atmospheric
dispersion showed greatly improved quality over similar photographs
with the device not used.

Heath (1962) described photography of Venus with a 35-nrn
camera mounted on a bracket above the eyepiece of his 0.2m
Films such as Ilford FP3, Kodak Panaromic F,
alt-azimuth reflector.

or Agfa CTl8 colour film were suggested for use. HeaEh actually
used Ilford Pan F with a double-strengEh :Letol developer. Whitelight exposures were wiEhin the range 0.04s co 0.5s with nagnificacions of between 150X and 300X. With Dufay Tricolour Red and
exposures of 0.2s were successful.
llford Micro Blue filters,

Hatfield (1968) used a 0.3n reflector of 2.2m focal length
with eyepiece enlargemenc operaEing at f/85, A single-lens reflex
camera proved invaluable for focusing, spacing of multiple images on
one frame, and choosing suitable moments of good seelng for making
the exposures. Ilford Pan F filn was useci first, but Ilford FP3
The filcers used
film proved better for use with colour filEers.
were Wratten 15 (yellow), 808 (pale t,lue)r 29 (red), and 478 (dark
blue). Exposures were mde in pairs of red- and blue- f ilter iroges

1l

Co ensure identical processing, which was in Acutol developer.
For a red-fiLter exposure of 0.5r , the blue-filter
exposure was
within the range 0.75: to 1.25: for similar developed-imge density.
The filter
factors were approximately 7 for the lJratten 29 and 15
for the 47B. Hatfleld pointed out that the bLue-filter exposures
were fogged by skylighc near inferior or superior conjunction, but
red-filter
exposures were sEilI possibl.e at such times. Hatfield
(I969) used Kodak Ektachrome X and High Speed Ektachrome in later
work. l{ratCen 29,61(green) and 478 filters were used, and
exposures were 0.53, 1s and 4s respectively, and 0.125s with no filter

7)

Hiscott f1969) used a 0.3-m Cassegrain, f/20, without further
enLargement. The fiLm was llford Pan F, developed in Unitol.
l\rratten 25 (red) and 478 fiLters were used, and the exposures
were 0.5s. One of Htscott's photographs is reproduced in the report
by Robinson rf970b).
(ii)
Resqlts Rackham (1957) repeated a point earlier made by Ross:
fhe ultraviolet
markings are low in contrast and atcempts to increase
this in prccessing affecl the terminator as we11, so Ehat Ehe apparent
phase is inappropriately reduced. Rackham found a variety of faint
detail on his phocographs, some of which persi.sted for weeks, while
other delail changed from one day ro Ehe nexc. Hatfi.eld iI968) found
blue-light images to be larger on the fi"Im than those obtained with
red lj.ght. Robinson (1969) noted thaI Hiscott and Hatfield were at
variance in several details of their photographic results and visual
observations gave different results as w€11. (This could be che
resulc of chromatic aberracions.) Kuiper (1969) described the
markings visible in pho[ographs made at wavelengchs shorter than
42onm as a parchy layer.
Zinov'e.' (1970) used a 0.3-m refractor for visual and
photographic observacions of venus from 1964 to 1967, but was unable
to detect any st.able details on 520 photographs made in this time.
In contradistinction,
Nikander and Boyer 11970) pointed out that
markings on ulEraviolet photographs often persist for many days.
They ciced eighc references (mostly in French) for the fact that
the markings indicate a retrograde rotation period of a few days.
This rotation is evident in two ways: /a) any particular formtion,
j-f observed for a few hours, indicares a period of rotation of
abouE four days; and (b) large-scale rorkings with easily
recognizable shapes reappear at intervals of four days or multiples
thereof. Four excellent photographs of Venus are published sith
Nikander and Boyer measured the positions of well
rheir article.
defined fomations on 300 photographs taken between 1966 and 1969,
and found che rotation period to be 4.0!0.5 days rerrograde.
Assuming that the markings are 95km above the radar surface of Venus,
the markings travel at between 320kn/hr and 740km/hr relative to the
surface. Doppler and Fabry-Perot inrerferometer measurements by
Guinot and Feissel were cited for the bulk rotation period of the
upper atmosphere: 4.310.4 days retrograde, prwided chat the axis
of rotation is perpendicular to the orbital plane.
f

Radar and Radio Observations

llany attempts have been made to determine the roEation period

of Venus by non-optical methods. Kraus (1956), for example, announced
a period of 22hl7nbt lOrnbfron measurements of l1-m wavelength radio
noise. Microwave radiation (i.e. short wavelength radio waves, 45m)
from the dark side of Venus was no! much less than that from the
illuminated side, according to Dickel, Warnock and Medd (1968), so that
a very slow rotation period was ruled out for that part 6f the planet
principalLy responsible for this radiation, viz. the atmosphere. Radar
observations of Venus showed that the same part of the planet was
presented to trarth
at each inferior conjunctj-on. Goldreich and
Peale (1966), using current values for the radar rotation period of
Venus stated that these were equal wlEhin experimental error to 243.16
days, the retrograde rotation period for Venus to be in exact synodic
resonance with Earth. This implies that Venus has a long axis or
permanent bulge pointing at the Earth at each inferior conjunction,
Zohar and Goldstein (1968) used a combination of Doppler- "nd
range-radar techniques ro plot a detailed radar map of the feature rBr
one of several parts of the Cytherean surface that are good radar
reflectors.
This northern-hemisphere feature consisEs of three radarbright regions thac each measure only about 600km in exEenC. The
observations leave little
room for doubt thaE the rotation period of
the solld (or solid/liquid?)
surface is close to 243.O days retrograde.
This was confirmed by Carpenter (1970) who deEermined the rotation
period of Venus by comparing the positions of surface features observed
by radar on four suecessive inferior conjunctions between L962 and L967.
The best esEiroted sidereal Deriod Ls 242,982+0.04 days retroqrade wit.h
Ehe axis at R.A. 94o.1 t 30 and Dec. zto.4 + P.
This period indicates
that Venus is not in exact synodic resonance with Earth.
(Le6t )

Several references to earlier

work are Bivey by Koenig et a1,

.

D. Discuss ion
The pi.cture we now have of the rotation of Venus is that the
planet itself has a sidereal rotation period of 242.98 days, and its
If Kui-per's calculated
atmosphere, about 4.0 days, both retrograde.
pole position is correct (which Firsoff (1957b) doubted), and assuming
that Carpenfer's (1970) pole position is accurate, then ve have the
additional strange^facc that the respective poles of roEation are
separated Uy t4"i3' at the planetrs surface. (This separation was found
from measurements on a sphere of O.25n diameter.*) Earth Ls somewhat
similar, however, for Earth's atmosphere (or ar least sorne parts of it)
shows a circulaEion directed easEwards and Ehis general rotation is not
axis (Bates, 1964),
necessarily symetrical about Earthrs

*The sphere also indicated sme other interesting relaEionshiPs.
Cafpenter's position of the pole means that the axis is inclined at about
42" to the orbit plane. Both pole positions are within I8" of Earth's
pole on the celest.ial sphere and the 'seasons' on Venus occur at heliocentric Long,itudes approximately equal to those for Earth; the error is
less than 1O'for either pole although the ephemeris Siven in Firsoff s
greater for
(1957b) paper indicates the difference to be a little
Kuiper's pole position. This relationshiP could be useful in naking
quick checks of visual and photographic observations for band orientation,
or for movement of clouds and polar caps. For insBance, if inferior
conjunction of Venus occurred in June of any year of the present era Ehen
the south pole of Venus would be close to iEs maximun tilt cosards Earth
at about the time of inferior conjunction'
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to reconcile the
Firsoff (1970) apparently found ir difficult
He claimed that the 244.3 day period
optical and non-optical results.
then currently accepted was highly improbable and offered an exPlanation
that this long period was greatly in error becagse Ehe radar echo originated at a belt of plasma above the planet's surface. This explanation
hardly does any credit to Firsoff because it is at variance with many
observational facts; e.g. the consistent reoccurrence of particular
echoes, the consistent results of radar ranging and conventional measurements of the diameter of Venus, and the results from the space-probe
exp er iment s

.

Of particular interest to us as amateurs is the quesEi.on of how
these findings affect our observational programmes. We could iSnore Ehem,
of course, but only at Ehe risk of wasting much time and effort on what
could eventually be described cynically as the best amateur observational
programe of the lgEh century: Amateurs have been observing Venus assiduously for many decades now, and it is Pert.inent to ask if Ehis imense
amount of work has produced any worthwhile resulcs, or at leascrresults
The Present authorrs
in some measure commensurate with the effort.
opinion is pessimisEic. The main results of amateur work on Venus to
date appear to be the real presence of the Ashen Light and its variabllity'
of Ehe cusp caps, the magnitude of the Schr6cer effect
the variability
(difference of theoretical and observed dates of dichotomy) and its
dependence on visible wavelength, visible effects with colour filters'
and, in recent years, hints of a four-day recurrence period for visible
features (Robinson, 1970a ) .
Professional astronomers, in general, seem to have ignored
amateur contributions, and certainly have on occasions surpassed all
amateur contributions in a particular field by using Ehelr S,reaEer
instrumental resources in comparatively brief

observing Programes.

The subject of this paper is a case in Point. Amateurs are at least
partly to blame for the lack of professional lnterest in thelr results
because many of their observing programes, not Just those relarlnB to

Venus, appear to be carried on in ignorance of, or indifference to'
information relevant to the subject published in the professional
journals.
The rotation of Venus is a good example. In Ehe last twenty
years or so, there must have been many anuteurs uith equiPment caPable of
photographs of Venus in continuation of Ross'g work:
laking ultraviolet
all Ehat nas or is necessary is a 0.15n telescope or larger and a 35-m
cheap black-and-white film and an inexpenslve
camera with relatively
Yet only a handful of amateurs in the whole world Eried
colour filter.
this and persisted. Would the situation have been different if amateurs
had realized more fully the chances of success that were finally captured
by Kuiper and the French professionals? If the answer is in the affirnative, as the auEhor believes, Ehen this is a condemnation of the ignorance of the amateurs in general and the leaders of arnateur observing
To be fair, Moore (1956) included nrany useful
programes in particular.
references in his book, including Steavenson's 1924 observaEions of an
eight-day recurrence period for the visual markings, bur the fact is that
the B.A,A. Section Reports on Venus for the last twenty years have hardly
altered their formac of meEhods or results and one such change rhat did
take place, viz. the introduction of colour filcers, aroused ruch il1informed discussion.
Recent years have seen increasing knowledge of the performance

of the eye, but there seems to be no simple method even now of predicting
accurately what effect on vision of planetary detail will be caused by
the introduction of colour filters.
on the other hanrl, however, knowledge
of the perception of sma11 chromaticity- and luminance-differences was
certainly adequate to proVide a sufficiently
accurate answer to the
colour filter controversy long before resul!s at the te1e7!cope provided
evidence ln favour of the use of fllters.
The tine required by a
competent person to obtain this solution wouLd only have been a snall
part of the observing time subsequently almost wasted by those amateurs
who were unconvinced of the value of filters
in Venus observations and
who consequently did not use them until it became fashionable recently
to do so.
The wasced time jusE mentioned, horrever, is insignificant

compared with the observing time apparently wasted, or at leasc,
inefficiently
used, by multitudes of visual observers who have struggled
Eo record planetary detail for the last four decades without being aware
that LyEhgoe (1932) showed that the eye performs best in detection of
detail when the visual task is surrounded not by a dark field but by a

field of luminance a little
lower than that of fhe visual task.
Planetary observers, particularly
those observing Venus, have long
recognized the problem of trying to see deCail on a planeC illuminated
by sunlight wiEh a dark surround, but only the Mercury and Venus observers have adopted a partial solution: that of observing with the plane!
in the twilight or daytime sky. As Davies (1963) showed, however, with
figures that have been in the technical literature since 1946 or earlier,
the scattering of sunlight by the earthrs atmosphere also reduces the
apparent contrast of detail on the planet, likely in most cases to
values below the visual threshold. The experiment performed by Davie.s
illustrates
the need for a bright surround very well, and yeE the
present author has noE seen even one atcempt in the literature to use an
obvious solution.
The problem is to lighten the field surrounding the
planet without affecting the planet's inage, and clearly a way of doing
this is to use a translucenE field diaphragrl with a central hole and
variable i.ndirect illumination*.
A clock drive is virtually
essentlal.
With such a device, observaEions of Venus could be made in rwillght or
darkness with an excellent likelihood of increased visibility
of detall.
The author has to admit to being anrarmchair astronomerr a9 far as thig
device goes and would therefore be pleased to hear of any results, good
or bad. Of course, care must be taken to prevent the inage from being
fogged by light scattered within the eyepiec€. A likely source of this
is contamination of Ehe eyeside of eyepiece lenses by oily substances

* Perhaps an easier way would be to use an auxiliary objecti.ve just
outside the cone of lighf from the min objective of the telescope.
This second objective could be used to projecr into the eyepiece the
inage of a suitable surround, e.g. a white card with a central hole.
The exit pupil of ihis system would lie alongside that of the telescope
itself but the pupil separation will be so small at high magnification
that no undesirable effects should result.
Furthermre, this system
would allow centering of the surround on the planet without moving Ehe
te lescope

.
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naturally present on eyelashes. In general, amateur and professional
users of optical instruments are remarkably careless in this respect
according to the author's experience; the remedy is occasional
inspection and, if necessary, a gentle wipe with a soft paper tissue
i.e. condensaEion from
after rhe Iens surface is wetted by'huff',
brea th

.

Finally, it is necessary to remark that the reference list given
here is far from complete; many more relevant papers can be found listed
in some of the articles and books cited.
CONCLUS IONS

Current technical literature indicates that Venus has a
roEation period and axis orientation quite different from those of its
atmosphere. Amateurs played a part in studies of the atmosphere of
Venus but their contribution is considered small compared to Ehe observing effort expended. The worth of amateur work may possibly be improved
considerably if those amaEeurs engaged in serious observing Programes
or as a grouP' to keeP abreas! of
make more of an attempt, individually
technical literature televant to observing methods and the subJect of
Ehe programne.
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THE SOUTHEzuJ CROSS OBSERVATCRY
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The Southern Cross observatory began operations as the Largest araobservatory in Tasnania in L969 August, some 15 nonths after the

author arrived from Great Britain.

The optical, electrical and main mechanical parts vere alf home-nad,e
in the U.K. over a period of many years. These parts formed the basis of
a compact astronomicaf observatory concerned mainly with astronomical
photography covering a fairly wide range of subjects. The telescopes are
housed in a three metre rotatabfe dome which took twe]-ve months to buifd
s

ingl e-handed

.

The equipment consists

ras of various forrnats.

of two

maj.n tel-escopes and

a variety of

came-

The main telescope is a 3OO-m, f/6.7,2m focal- Iength Newtonian
reflector vith a f33-mm, f/]O, I.27n focal length Nevtonian refl-ector
mounted on the main instrument.
The 133-mm reflector is fitteal vith a 133-nn aluminised optical flat
(l'lathers and Ferrls , 1969) over the top end of the tube nhich acts as a
solar fifter of approximately O.2)% transmission. This telescope as ltellas serving as a guiile telescope is usecl mainly to ooserve vis:ally, and
photographicafly record any interesting sun spot activity at full aperture
in complete safety and ease of operation.
The main 300-rnm tel-escope is used both visuaLly anci photographical'ly
and to date has been used mainly for 1unar, plaretary and nebul-ar photography. The camera fittings, eyepieces, dras tubes, etc.. are interchangeable with either teLescope, and in each case the caneras can be used at
prime focus or with eyepiece projection.
A substantial- fork mounting caries both telescopes, and the additional larger format calneras, 5?nm x B6rnm and 127nn x 102rur are mounted
at clifferent points on the square open tube framevork of the 300-nn teles

cope

,

Efectric drives in both declination ancl rigbt ascension are fitted'
and are operated from a hand held controL box. I'lovement in aleclination is
by a reversabl-e AC/DC motor, push button operateal, and the right ascension
drive is controlleal through a mains frequency oscillator, and provides for
east-west novement, fast tlrive, and variabl-e pre-sefected alrive rate.
Ttlese controls have proved extre4ely useful cluring photography for
they allow precise centring in the czutrera of the obiect to be photographed,
as wel-I as ey necessary correction cluring long exposures sithout introducing any unvanted movernent of the telescope during the exposureT?re fater addition of setting circl-es has greatly increased the Eefulness of the telescopes. Ttrese, like the rest of the equipment' vere
home-made. The very effective circles of negtigible cost were made simpl-y
by nrapping a cloth metric tape-neasure around t\ro previously turned p1ywoocl discs of 226m dianeter. ltris gives a decllr,ation circle sith ?2O
divisions of lrun each of shich corresponds to L.o, similarly the right
ascension circLe vhich aLso has 720 divisions 6f lmn each of vhich corresponds to trto ninutes. Ttre circfes are divicled up in the conventional
nanner using Indim ink and smal-l- Letraset nmera]-s. These circles have
proved quite adequate for the type of sork unalertaken sith the telescopes'
A larger right ascension circJ-e voul-d al1ow greater accuracy if this is
needeil.

rn order to

u0

rnake

the use of the right ascension clrcle as sinpr-e as

possible the folloring nethod of mowrting it was ad.opted, and its use

8l

does

not invofve any calculations to find sidereaf time, and once set, it
remains correct for a complete eveningis observations on a wide range of
Figure l ifLustrates the method of nouting the

RA circle. A smal-lwith buil-t-in clutch (f) fras a:: output
spindle which turns at the rate of one revolution in 2l+ hours. Attached to
the spindle is a sna.Ll- shaft (D) nmning in a smal-l- balf-race (C) vhich
supports the veight of the RA circle (E), vhich, in turn, is mounted. at
the top end of the shaft. A tocking screv (F) through the boss on the
circle l-ocks it onto this shaft. Between the end of thi.s shaft and the
polar axis shaft of the telescope i.s a single 6mro diameter ball bearing
(G) vhicfr affords support for the top end of the RA circl-e shaft, and
keeps it in perfect afignment vith the polar axis (I) of the telescope,
but aLl-ovs independent novement of either shaft. This neans that once set
the RA circle continues to move as a sidereal clock even vhen the telescope is stationary,
T?re procedure for setting the RA cj.rcle is as follorrs:- Point the
main telescope at ar\y convenient obJect, that is, star, planet, Sun, etc.,
vhose RA is known oI can be obtained fron anJr handbook, for exalple, Sprlca,
FA l-3h 22m, Dec -1Oo 5\". Centre the obJect in the eyepiece nith the telescope drive on. Next svitch on R]\ circl-e nnotor and rotate the RA circl-e
until- the co-ord.inate indicated (ru f3ir 22m) is linecl up nith the pointer
(H) from the poLar axis of the teJ,escope. Ttre RA circle is nor set for the
nightrs observations vithout having either to re-set for clifferent obJects
or perforn ar\y calcu]-ations. The cl-utch on the notor allor's the RA circLe
to be rotated by hand in either d.irection, but if no cl-utch is fitted to
the motor the sane effect can be achieved by loosening the loeking screv
in the RA circl-e boss and re-tightening vhen the circle has been set.
The clock notor can be <Iriven either fron the rnains supply or for
j.ncreased. accuracy can be run from the telescope frequency oscilletor vhlch
is normalJ-y nrnning at true sidereal- tine.

Venner synchronous motor (A)
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ASTROPHOTOGRAPIIY

During the past ten years rrarly hunclretls of astrononical photographs
lrith various tel-escopes usinS all the standard black anal
vhite filns, as weff as recent sork vith various cclour films in the 35nn
have been taken

!'igure 1.
RA

RA

circl-e drive components(A-I),

nain telescope drive(J-t).

ran8e.

Although many types of photographic vork are undertaken vith the equipfairl-y standard techniques vith vhich nost astrophotographers
are fanifiar, the author vouJ-d like to present an exaiBple of some planetary
photography using a photographic emul-sion shich suiteal this particulax appl-ication very vell, and has not been used by many a&ateurs.
The technical- d.ata on this enulsion i.s as follovs:Manufactr:rer - Agfa Gevaret, Belgiurn.

ment using

I'lo.

,6. Scientia hulsion, l!m.
sensitivity.
Resolving pover - 165 l-ines/m.
Contrast range - B-25 ASA depending on d.eveloper dil-ution
Code

39C

Bl"ue/Green

developnent.
Another scientia emul-sion sith siniliar

also vith much success.

anal

time of

characteristics has been use.i

Figure 2a, Mars, 19?1 July
1Uh 00n u.T.

23

Figure 2b. Mars, 1971 Awust
1?h l+5n U.r.

?
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VICTCRIA

W.G.H. Tregear
Dedicated to the many great mateur
astrononers for their enlightenment
and nagnificient exarple - aJoateurs
vho have so often seened to reflect

Figure 2c. Jupi'uer,

Jrly

Cod.e

1971

3O 09h 0?n U.T.

No. \5 C 62 Scientia hulsion,

35nm.

Sensitivity.
Resolvlng pover - stightly higher &t 180 1ines/m.
Contrast range - garnna 2-3 (very high contrast).
Speed range - )-2-2, ASA.
Ttrree d.evel-opers are recomend.ed - Refinal' Atoma].' and Rodi.nal . The
first two nentioned give finer grain and maximum resolving pover used at
ful-f strength for a development time of ?-B ninutes at 2O-C.
Panchromatic

For higher contrast Rodinal used. at one of three clilutions can

be

the film speed is altered accordingly, for example, B ISA at
1:100 dilution, 12 ASA at 1:50 alifution,25 ASA at 1:10 difution.
These fl}ns obviously have a vitle application in scientific photography and seem to suit the particular needs of certain types of astronomical photography where slow speecl, high contrast' resolving power, and
colour sensitivity are of prime importance.
Figures 2a and 2b show tvo photographs of the planet Mars taken during
the 19?1 opposition. Both photographs were ta.ken with the IOO-rnn, f/6.7
reffector using a 6run orthoscopic eyepiece to proiect an enlarged image on
to the filn in an Edixa SLR camera bo(y rnounted on the eyepiece tube. An
exposr.rre of 1 second vas used on Agfa-Gevaert Scientia 35nn fifn No. 39C 55.
A photograph of the planet Jupiter, Figure 2c, taken vith the same equipnent and film, iflustrates hov vefl the Great Real Spot can be shown vhen
using a fifn vhich is not red sensiti.ve.
used and

CONCLUSION

Ttlese scientific ernufsions' both bfack and vhite a.ntl colour, wi1l,
in the authorrs opinion, fifl an important gap in the astrophotographerrs
armour:r of 35m fil-ms and may open up r:seful l-ines of research. unfortunately to date the veather conclltions have somevhat liniteal the authorrs
planned progra.rune of astrophotography with these emufsions, but it is
hoped that a more infornative paper, particul'arly on the results, rnay be
presented sometime in the future.
The southern sky has unlimitecl areas of potential research availabl-e
to the amateur vith nodest equiprnent.
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the followi.ng observations of an
early ASV nember, W. H. Robb.
rllo chapters in the history of science are more inspiring than those
that recount the inventions, inprovenents and discoveries of the amateur.
Harpered it may be, by lack of equipnent, situated vhere conditions for
research are not the best, and olten compelfed to devote his best hours to
other pursuits, the amateur, rising above all discouragement, has continued
to pour a fl-ood of new ideas and significant observations into the evervidening sea of astronornical knowledge. l.iany a great na.'ne is associated
wi.th a nodest beginning, ard nany a discovery has been nade with inexpensi.ve apparatus. Intense interest and. persistent purpose naturall-y bring
their orn reward. He vorks because he carnot hetp it, irnpelled by a senuine
love for his subject.
rlt natr.rrally fol-lovs that the worl-d owes an irnmense debt to the mateur. His compelling interest, never flagging through the years, often
l-ead.s to inportant ad.vances. Ttrus, Schwabe....., Burnhan..,, Huggins"..,
Herschel... , Barnard.. .., Lockyer.. . , Bond. . ...
'A very great proportion of our knowledge of the physicaf conditions
of ... the nocn ... aiouble stars ... the planets ... variable stars ...
meteors .. . novae ... occul-tations . .. is ciue to the vork of anateurs . . .
For the discovery of a nes conet the amateur has almost an imnortal revard.,
iAltogether, the rork of the amateur astronomer is truly worth-whife.r
( nout, 1939 ) .
IiilTRODUCTION

In earl-ier times, to fit one for adu]t fife, educatlon was looked upon
as a necessarlr process occuring in the fonnative years of chil-dhood and
youth. In the rapidly changing society of today, through increase and deliberate application of nerly-won knowledge, it is becoming increasingly
inpossible to predict the future role of an adu,It hwan being, much l-ess
what that role night denand throughout a fife time. We are rapidly coming
to real-ize that the function of learni.ng does not terminate with attendance
at a schoof, at a coll-ege, or even at a university, but ls necessariLy
becoming, more and more, a continuing process throughtout the whole of life.
Quite apart fron inproving the occupationaf qua.lificatlons of the mature
nenbers of society, continucus eciucation into o1d age bestows flexibility
of nind, and genera.lly enhances the quafity of l-ife leading to a real discovery of oneself, greater usefulness, personal satisfaction, wider understanding of other people and nuch fess social detachnent at the latter end
of life.
This author believes that, mong the many possible toplcs for a continuing education throughout life, the subject matter of astronomy invoking,
as it does, knowtedge fron such concomitant sciences as mathematics, physics'
chemistry, geology', etc. stands supreme. He further believes that the
science of astrononly has exercised an inexorable influence on the thinking
of mankind from a very remote past and will continue to exercise the sme
A list of the abbreviations used in the tex+. rnay be foud at the end
of this paper.
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i:-e-.ca:able i:-i'uer,ce, pr:babl-,' ::.:re i:ter-seiJ.', thrcughcut :ankir:d's fu+-ure
erieence tc sJpl)ort this view, lhe
:ir-e. -:,:r'e is a c::-siderabre;:l-:r:e:i
1:rrorin;: *-ua. ex+-rac-!s serve ta i'lustrate
t:e pcint:t ... i: we review earlier:is'-aric
ti:--es, we linC in sur wcrshir,
1.
: a.i r1 -'a- r: '. ei , -i; rn:-i :s thaL a:e , bs ervato ri e: as wel-I as t t:-bs , re:.ai r:
thal pr:ze that earli civil-izatic:,s rere seekin6 sofutions of celestial'rhencr-ena. ..... Tnen the period 3i giants l-ike Keplerr -eibnitz, who, in
strivin:
fcr astronc:ical verities, gave tc the world trcse lars and sciences
ii the abser,ce cl w:ich the r-echanisation ci tnis a;e eculd not nave been
I pos s ib]-e I .
'(Snith, 1932)
L. j.:1. r.oodhouse (t933) jn a:-c:,e.n :h.. )r:-':r. :;'3eC ;-n t.he )!r:ie
Yrote 6 follows:r:.lany menbers, nyself included, have no dcubt wonoered as tc the
origin of +-he 360 !ar**s to a circle. . . The ori6inal- cuneifom text is on
a fragnent cf an ivory prisn ol lor:r sides, being only half an inch fron
top to botton and therefcre extrerely difii.c,il-t to decipher, It is in the
tsritish ::usem and c6j--e iron i.iineveh and is estinated to belong to a period
prior to the ]th century B.C, lie all- use da;rs and hours, ninutes and
degrees; there are roughfy 12 lunar months in the year and 30 days in a
lunar ronth. The Su-rerians divided the day on the analogg of the year ard
placed twefve units, ca1led beru, in the day an$ night together; they divided each beru intc 30 units which they ca.l-l-ed. uj tnus getting 350 Ug in
the aiai'. The Babyloni.ans following in their steps applied the sa,ne systen
to the hour angle, just as ve Jneasure hour a.ngl-es in time, and they got
360 Ug for the conpJ-ete circle of the sky, or tvelve beru. Then the
Babylonians went one step further and applied this to all- circles and
angfes, so that they got the measurement of 360 UJ or degrees in each
circl,e. . . t
Even though astronoqy appears to have little effect in altering the
course of our lives from day to day, yet the Long-term effects on the
wcrl-d's ei.ril-izations are undeniable, si.mply because a few people ( a1l
anateurs) began to think about and analyse naturalfy occurring phenonena people like the nonaai of the desert and the shepherd tending his flock by

ni ght

.

It is the authorrs,intentj.on in the folloving pages to highl-ight the
made by Victorian a:nateur astrononers to the cause
ol pubfic ed.ucation in astrononly in Victoria during the past 25 years. As
the 2tth anniversanlr of the PTDS rltl- occur on l-972 I'iay 26, ihe author feels
that the publication of this paper will contribute, in sone measure, to
suitably mark the occasion - not nerely the occasion of the 5th NACAA.
considerable contribution

ASTRONOI.IICAI, EDUCAT]ON PRICR TO YEAR 19IT?

The i'lelbourne Observatory comenced its existence in 1863 Jr:re.
Al-though the Victorian Governmer,t decided to close the Cbservatory in
i'larch, activitj.es did not finally cease untit 19)+5 October' During the

19)+l+

intervening 82 years a Board. of Visitors had been in existence. i..facilities
to the public in respect to instruction in astronony or in seeing the heavens
vith powerful instrurnentsr was provided by professional members of the Observatory staff. About the year 1923 pubfic instruction was being given three
nights per month. In this wqrr, over mary years, severaf thousand visitors
vere catered for at the trlelbourne Observatory.*
In addition to the efforts of the Mel-bourne Cbservatory staff sorne contributions to astronomical- education were made by certain private individuaJs,
acting in an anateur capacity, i.n the early years of this century' Notab.le
a:nong these vas the l-ate Cl-enent Wragge vho did much to arouse interest in
astronoq/ by touring and. Iecturj.ng in the country districts ol Victoria.
* See Addendm 1-

Apart from these efforts there vas little erse avairabre in asLrononica-l education for the public over nuch of the tine. some reference to
astrononicaf natters was contained in the r.lerbo,rne University physics
course md cccasionarly l-ectures woul-d be delivered under the auscices of
organizati.ons such as the l{orkers Educational Association-*
Betveen the years 1897 and lgo7 the Victorian Branch ol the British
Astronordcal- Association, consisting of mateur and professional astronomers,

in existence and provided a limited venue for public discussion
matters pertaining to astronony.

was

on

In 1922 iu,l-y the Astronomicar society of victori.a was formed. and, once
again, a venue vas provided for public lecturing and discussion on astrononicaf matters. In the early years of the ASV, while the l,iefbourne Obser_
vatory ws stil1 extant, the membership was in the range of )5 to !B per
cent arateur. i{owadqys' the membership is virtually 100 per cent amateur.
The ASV, early in its history, organized menbers visits to the l4el_bourne
Observatory and from about the year 1936 organized nembers nights (in which
a fer v-isitors lrere aL]oved to be incl-udect) to its ovn observatory.
Between the years 19[5 and l!l+'f, practically the only body providing
astronomical- instruction for interested people was the ASV.
It is interesting to note that, afthough the tr{elbourne Observatory
ceased to function in 191+t october, serious discussion concerning its pos-

sible closure had taken place as early as 1932 June (Anon., f93ZI.
rThe estimated annual cost
of the four state observatories i.s not
more than c8ooo a year. Ttre canberra sorar observatory possibly costs chooo
a year. A total cost (mainly in sar-aries) off12 000 a year', y"t th" totu.t
States Governmental- expenditure for 1930/31 vas 118 rnitiion'ptund.s, and
commonwealth expenaliture 82 miflion, a grand total for Australia of 200
mill-ion pountls. Ttre expenditure then for astronomicaf science is about
.00006 per cent or one seventeen thousandth of one per cent of Austrarian
Governmenta.l- expencli ture .
rLet the public consid.er the dead fosses written off from
time to time
in Goverrunent expenditure, n:nning in some cases into millions of pounds
and yet Austral_ia voul-d bal-k at t15 O0O a year on services, the expenditure
on lrhich is very closety scrutinized. I
The final s,ction then in closing some of the state observatories wou-rd
appear, indeed, to have been a reproach to AustraLian cufture.
It is the authorrs considered. opi.nion that the Melbourne Observatory
shou-ld not have been closed entirely. Adnittedly, there vas a good case for
curtailing some of the work performed there, because of its proxinity to a
]arge city and the prevairing weather cond.itions. rt shou]d have remained
as a smalf officiaf observatory, possibly re-buiLt on a nev site, or shou]d
have been taJ<en under the care and direction of the Melbourne University.
seen in proper perspective it rates as another of those classical- rost
opportunities so conmon to the netropol-is of l{elbourne.
RNBINTH OF ASTRONOMICAL EDUCATION IN THE YEARS 19I+'-19]+T
(A) ttte covernment B-inch Refractor
After the decisi.on taken in 1!L\ March to cfose the Mel-bourne observatory there were, fortunatel-y, a fev culturalfy oriented people very concerr.ed vith the prospect of the peopfe of a farge metropolis having no
organized access to astronornica.I instruction and,for tellscope vieving of
celestial- phenomena. Foremost &nong these peopfe were certain prominent
rnembers of the ASV of the alay - such as Robb, J.G.Evans and V.W.Straj.ord.
* See Addend.a 2 and 3.
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iiovever, it appears thal one of the first people lo make a noteworthy nove
in the ratter vas a public-spirited
citizen, a non-nember oi the ASV, J.D.
Keating, yho, undoubtedl;i, had a native interest in social and public natters by virtue of his position as Chief Fanole and Probatlons Officer of
the Department of Chief Secretary. Kealing mote a letter (aateO f9)+5
llarch 27) to the Presldent and Chairman of the Trustees of the I'll,IV, W.
Russefl Griwade, which read as folfows:'l.Iay I suggest for the consideration of yourself and your co-trustees
that when plans are being prepared for the Nluseum building, which it is
proposed in due corrse to erect on the Observatory sitein the Domain, provision be nade for the following:(a). Re-erection und.er domes of at feast two of the telescopes from the
dismantled Obs ervatory.
(b). Space for the install-ation in due cowse of a Pl-anetariul as part of
the nev buil-ding.
rWith regard to (a), the proposal is that these instruments shoufd be
used for public denonstrations. Visitors rould be pertnitted to book in
advance

to join a paty to be given a lecture and practica.l dernonstration

on a specified night.
rI have fittle doubt that these instruments (say the B-inch and )+!inch refractors) could easily be maale avaiiable. . . .
rIf this suggestion meets vith your favourable reception, it would no
doubt be vise to take earl-y steps to acquire these instrments from the

Chief Secretaryts Departnent. . . I
As a result of this letter, Penrose the Curator of the I{ASV consufted
Dr J.M. Balciwin, the l-ast Victorian Government Astronomer, concerning the
telescopes mentioneal by Keating, Penrose in a memorand.um to Russel-l Grinwade wrote as fol-lows:rHe lBaldwin] i-.forned me that the B-inch te]escope ls the most suitabl-e
for visitors to viev the features of the moon, etc. . .
tThe \Lrinch refracting telescope has photographic apparatus attachnents,
etc. and is too smal-f for tlenonstration purposes.l
At the Trustees of the NMV meeting in 19115 April- it was agreed. that
application be made for the 8-inch telescope. In consequence. Penrose vrote
a menorandum to Ttre Under Secretary on 191+5 ApriL 23, vhich read as follows:rThe Trustees of the National Museums of Vlctoria agreed to a suggestion
by !1r. J.D. Keating, South Yarra, to appfy for the transfer from the Observatoly to the Musem of Apptied Science of the B-inch refracting telescope
and its accessories.
'The tel-escope was rnade by Troughton and Sinms under the aalvice of Sir
George Airy, Astronomer Royal, and was received at Melbourne Observatory
on the 15th October, 1B?\, it cost C?50.
.'
At this stage it was intended to take delivery of the instrunent and
store it mtil a buitciing orr the new musem site becme avai.teble.
In a .letter to Keating, dated 191+5 Aprif 27, the acting Secretary for
the Trustees informed hin of their action tTo make imediate appfication
for the B-inch telescope for demonstration purposes . . .
rI [Acting Secretry] vas a^lso directed to thank you for your great
interest in bringing these matters ITe]-escopes and suggested planetarium]
under notice.

I

In a letter replying to the acting Secretary, Keating vrote, inter
al-ia, as fofl-ows:-

'. . .I appreciate:v'cut'ccurtesy in acvising re, ani need.l-ess tc sqv,
nuch gra'Lified to kr:cv tha-- t'he su;;estions Du-L ioruard vere sc favcurably received by tbe Tr"Jstees, . . .'
Near the end of the lerioL unier revieu (l-9!t-4?) Robb oi *"he:SV
a:o

sug6ested that the Socie+.y cffer its services by supllyirrg suitable perscn:-rei frcx its re:bership tc :pe:'ate the B-inch refraitcr ax lublic Lencnstraticns. The suggesticn :e'. sith +-he app!'cval- r: Lhe ;S',' Cot:.ci I , anl the
;SY Secretaqr of *.he day (-.i- *?ritne;.-) Hro*.e apDropriatel-;, icrral-ly ofiering the services ol the ASY in staffint the 8-inch refrac.-cr 3n cccasions
o: lublic f,e:onstraticns. Negctiations betreer:. the Societ; anC the ViceChair':ran cf the Tr'-l'stees bl the i{]ul\t (P. Crosbie Mcrrison) fclfoved and
arrar.;eren+-s were:-aie *.o cf,r.1:rct lublic oe=cns'Lrations wi--n ri-e B-ir-ch
refractor on its ori€i.::af site because cf the neb'u]cus iatute o: the l'luse'ra
re-bui1din8 Frospec:s. The 8-inch t'eiractor :rill stanos cn its ariEinal

site today.
From the 191+7 repcrt of *-he Nlvfi (in:,'ear bcok 19!8) the ioiiowing word.s
ap!ea.r:- r. . . InauEurar.ei in May, 19\7 IMEJ'26 to le lrecisel, the schene
which is administered by the l.luse':: of Apllied Science, has been an outstaniinE success, and the l.luse':r:. is g:eatly indebted to +.he enthusiastic nenbers
of r-he istrcno:ical Societ]- of ','ictoria rho are cond.ucting the denonstraticns
cn a:: honorar:' basis and to Messrs. tl.,r,L. Cfaphan and G.H. l{oodhouse (of the
old observatcry staff), who selec+,ed ltreined] the demonstrators. ... *,he
continuance cf ever- this one [routine features of l"luser.:-n vcrk] is dependent
c:i the heh ol that a.l-truistic grou! o: honorary rorkers - '"he nerrbers of
+,he Astrcnonical- Scciety cf Yictoria . . .'
Ori;inally, at the 6-inch refractor there were three d.enonstrations l)er
nonth vith parti.es cf 12 people. This arrantenent existed r.lntil- about 1950.
The ?TDS iras i::::ed.iately suceessful-. In the report of the l.llv for 19[7
ue read:- I ile have received applications for about 900 attendances sinee
+-he launching of the lroJect in l.lay [1-c47]. ...it
is evident that a J-ong
lraitilr6 l-ist has accunulated., . . . i
Tc'rard.s the end of an article by Keating (f9!3);e find:rIn Eurore and. Anerica i.n recent years public interest in astronorv has
been nreatl-y stinurated by the d.evelopment oi the planetarir.ur. This nasterpiece of optical, science i.s a nicrocosn par excellence, by vhich the laynan
can have d.isplayed before hin a dazzU.ng and understandabLe representation
of the universe in action. And, unlike nost educationaf r.:rd.ertakings, a
planetari\rrn appears to have faseination enough to nake i.t a paying proposition.
'There is nore than one goocl reason, therefore, why l.:elbourne would do
weLl to establish a pLanetarium here after the var.
In his letter of 19\5 l'larch 27, Keating again suggested a palnetariun
for llefbourne.
?

In 19\i ApriJ- the trustees cl the itrl4\I a6reed in principle to the estabIishr:ent of a plaletariun. During the next tr.ro Jrears, in which i.,i. Hartnett
played a leading part, considerabl-e investigations were nade of existing
planetaria elsewhere in the worfd.
ASTFONCI.IICA], EDUCATIC]I AFTER YEAR

i9L7

(l) fne Public Tel-escope Denonstration Schene
In the report of +.he 1.151' for the year \9\7/)18 ve read:'In an effort to overta-ke the long waiting list of persons desirous cf
attending Cemonstrations i/r.E.li. Charles, Convenor Ithe first convenor]of
the Astronordcal Society of Victoria, suggested that additional
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the Astrononicaf Society of Victoria, suggested that adclitional d.emonstrations be given, . . .'
It sas not until about the year 1951 that additional- demonstrations
became possible. Five demonstrations (instead of the folaer three) rere
given per month and very soon the size of each party v&s increased fron 12
to 15. fhis gave temporary relief from the demand for extra accornmod.ation
at the B-inch refractor.
During the periotl 1953-51+ the ASV 12-inch reffector was placeti in the
forrner astrograph dome and became availabLe as a demonstration telescope.
In L9)9 a tso-party scheme vas instituted whereby 2! people were
entertained (15 at tne B-inch refractor and10 at the 12-inch reffector)
on each of six nights per xoonth.
In L966, because of continuin€! pressure for additional, accomodation
at the telescopes. The IASV extendetl the building housing the ASV B0nn
refractor anal a three-party scheme vas instituted whereby J5 people were
entertained (16 at the B-inch,1O at the 12-inch ancl 10 at the 30nn) on
each of six nights per month. This arrangenent has continueal to the
present time.

Betveen 1955 ana l-970 organizeal school-

visits vere

r.rndertaken

by the

Schools Section of the ASV under the d,irectorship of A.R. Cavill-. Working
in conJunction vith a selected group of demonstrators from the ASV Demonstrators Secti.on, Cavill was responsible for approximatety 6000 pupils
attending the Observatory as guests of the ASV.
In the years 1963-65, during schoo] hol-iclay months. D.F. I{arshal-l- of
the IASV and ASV conducted successfUl daytime demonstrations for hundreds

of young

peopJ,e.

During earlier years, R.L. Bryant, Assistmt Honorary Curator of the
Governrnent 8-inch t-lescope and member of the ASV, vith the aict of a group

of traineti public demonstra.tors conducted a nunber of additional demonstrations for special groups of people from marly sections of the community.
In the report of the I'4ASV for the yeaAended l-959 June 30 ve reaci:rIn September, 1958, the Trustees appointed a smalf cormittee to report on
the future of the Nluseum Observatory. The comrnittee, after hearing the
views of many people and coffecting much infonnation, subnitted an inierim
report in June, 1959. Ttre Trustees then decitled that the Observatory activities wou.l-d be strongly supported in cfose cooperation vith the Astronomj.cal Society of Victoria and that the existing arrangement for the supervision by honorary officers voufd be cliscontinued.l
In the latter half of 1959 the Trustees of the MASV rappointed a
Muser.m Observatory Coucit to supervise the activities, and to make recommendations on policy and on expencliture. Ttle Trustees are ex officlo members, the Iquseum has tlto representatives incfuding the Director' and five
members are appointed on the recomend.ation of the Cor.Dcif of the
Society IASV].

'

The I"IOC is sti[
in existence and has been highly successful. The
PTDS has become well- consolidated and effective mder the MOC supervision.
Quite earfy in the history of the PTDS, and at various times through
the years up to the present day, the CA.E has had astronolqy cl-asses conducted by members of the ASV, who have avaifed themsefves of the PTDS to
give practical- demonstrations to their c:Lass members -- see under Adult
Education befov.

,he tctal- nur,ber :i people usin=_ the denonstration telescopes over" the
pasl- 2J Jears exceeCs l+2 000 - people atlendini on invitations issuecl by
+-he :.tr S',', IA:Y anC 31.:"', pecpl,e attendinS Frivate denonstrations, students
att,enCine schools deaonst.rations, ASV nembers and friends attending nenbers
rri6h+,s, AS',r ne:tbers attendina special observing rroErarunes or research neetings , .]SV :-enbers ai:tending training classes, etc.
lne nmber ol peo;te availin.- Lne:-selves ol tne ;TDS ano using the
-bservalory facil-ities has been averaging about 2OOO per year in recent
'viithout the interest and contribution of ilateu
astronomers , the
abcve-nentioned achievements wou-ld have been vi rtually inpossible.
ilo attenpt hm ever been nade to widely advertise lhe existence of
the F?DS for fear that the resources of the scherne night become over taxed,
A srna-Il notice, concerning telescope dernonstrations, on display in the
IIASV was sufficient
in the early days to bring forth enough enquiries to
warrant the continuance of the schene. With the efffuion
of tine the
scherxe has becorne wiclei;r known and is availed of by school-s and colleges
of al1 kinds, societies and cf:bs, church organizations, boy scouts and
girl guide groups, speciaJ groups frorn u.niversities and teacher training
establishments, the general" public, etc.
The par]el of trained demonstrators consists at the present ti-me of
lrO rnature ASV rnenbers representing nany and varied vocations - scientists,
engineers, doctors, university lecturers, aircraft pil-ots, accountants,
business rnen, bank officials,
clerks, printers, carpenters, l-andseape
gardeners, gunsmiths, etc, Their work as dernonstrators is entirely
honorary.
Frospective denonstrators are required to mdergo courses of training, and finally present themsefves for a vritten exarnination artd aLso a
practical- exami.nation at the concfusion of the course. They are required
to be over 18 years of age and to have been members of the ASV for a
qualif\ring period (general-J-y about one year) before applying to be demonstrators. T\ro courses of instruction are available:i. General-, el-ementary, descriptive astronony
This course is condueted for the ASV Comcif by the Director of the
Denonstrators Section. At the present tine this course consists of not
fess than 15 tvo-hour lectures. See Appendix A for a typical exmination
paper covering this cowse.* The paper gives a fair idea of the syllabus
involved Ttie cou:se further lnvol-ves about six practical sessions in L'hich the
trainees fearn to operate the telescopes efficiently
and safely and also
fearn to recognize the shape, content and location of nebu-lae and starry
configurations. This course fits a demonstrator to operate the ASV 12-inch
refl-ector and Bomn refractor.
ii. Examinition for pubfic d.emonstrator on the B-inch telescope
This course is conducted by the ASV menbers of the ItlOC for the Trustees
of the StrIV. The course consists of at feast 1O two-hour fectures plus at
least six practical- sessions learning to set and satisfactorlly
operate the
B-inch refractor and mcil1ary equipnent. See Appendix B for a typieal
examination Faper, from a perusal of which much of the syllabus will immediately becorne evident.
Havlng completed the two exarinations a public demonstrator is regarded
as being uiversally
avail-abl-e for work on a.ll instruments in the PTDS.
* The Appendices are separate and accompany ihe Proeeedings.
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Anong the duties of the Convenor is the vorking out of optimum viewing
tines I'or the :.1oon throughout the :rear, and the drawing up of four-monthly
duty rosters three times a year. See Appendix C.
The FTDS has been beneficiaL to the cause of education' to the I'iASV'
IASV and Sl.lr' and to the ASV. The ASV has steadily increased its membership
over the period, no doubt attracting quite a few new members flrom the
ranks of the visitors. It is afso safe to say that the PTDS has played its
part in stimulating attend.ances at the planetarium.
An Introduetion to Astronomg is a parnphlet free to visitors attenallng
public demonstrations. Ttre subiect matter in the paflphl-ets vas provided by
demonstrators participating in the PTDS. T?re cost of printing was borne by
the IASV. See Appendix D.
The PTDS has not only benefitted the public, but al-so many of the ASV
demonstrators themsel,ves. Their introduction to astronony through the PTDS
has precipitated a aleeper interest in the subiect md its a-ll-ied sciences.
Quite a fes of the ASV demonstrators have gained high academic honours and
are nov holding importart university posts. others have actually become
professional_ astrononers. As Director of the Demonstrators section of the
ASV, the author thus experiences a sense of gratification.
(n) Ttre Planetarium
During the years 19\? to 1950 the notion of a planetari.um for Melboun(
was slovly developing. In this time inspections were made of pl-anetaria
elsevhere, a corunittee was set up to investigate the possibility of inc.lucling a planetarium as part of the new Natural History Museum to be built
in the Domain, South Yarra' and estimates of cost of planetaria were

obtaineC.
In 1958 Ju.].y the Trustees

of the NIVIV formalfy passed the planetarim
project over to the control of the Trustees of the I{ASV.
In his 196C Presidential add.ress to the ASV, J.L. Perdrix spoke about
planetaria and how to go about obtaining one for Melbourne. During the
year thoughts vere had of placing the planetarium in the new north-Ltest
addition of the museutn block. Later in the year a speciaf meeting was conveneal by the Royal Society of victoria to discuss a planetariu:n for l'1e1bourne, in shich a sub-comnittee vas appointed to enquire into and report
on the relative merits of medium and full,-size pl"anetaria of various types.
The members were Dr C. Focken (convenor), the late Dr G. Anderson, Jackson
ancl Perdrix, It shou_ld be observed that Anderson md Perdrix were members
of the ASV. It vas about t-his time that the pulse of the planetariurn proJect began to quicken, for the Sunshine Foundation - set up by the fanily
of the fate H.v. lrtcKay - made a munificent gift to the Trustees of the IASV
of t2O 000 (l-ater increased. to l26 0OO) for the planetarium proiect.
During the years L96I-62 a comittee was set up to investigate alI
aspects of the planetarium proiect, a decision was made to pu-rchase the
GOTO MI proiector and a final decision made to erect a separate building
adjacent to Queenis Halt in the Appfied Science Museum.
In 1962 June the prajector unit arrived fron Japan md in 1953 October
tenders were calfed for the erection of a separate planetariun building.
The planetarium vas officially opened by the Hon. A.G. fu1ah' Chief
Secretary, on ]1965 December 2 at an afternoon gathering in the Queents Hall.
In a fulf year, 1966 July 1 to ]-?67 June 30, the pliletariun had a
total attendance of 52 812 people made up of school children and adufts.
In the next succeeding year the total attendance was 52 860. It is evident
from such figr:res that the establishment of the planetariun was entirely
justified. See Appendix E and Appenclix F.

(C) Victorian
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Schools

Frior to about I! years ago the Victorian Education Department gave
scant attention (if any at all) to the subject matter of astronorv in
secondary school syllabi. Today, the Education Department have set syllabi
for Forms 1 ad 2. Although astronomJr is studied by pupils in Forns 3 and
l+, sornewhat more tatitude, at Lhis level, is given t- ihe Leaching personnel to choose their own approach to the subject.
Overall , in Forms I to )+ j.nclusive, the area of genera.I , elementary,
descriptive astronomy appears to be reasonably welt treated except that
one feel-s that the geometry etc. invofved in the position finding of stars
comes too early in being, as j.t is, in Form 1, and shou-l-d be introduced in
l-ater forns after students have been sufficiently introduced to the study
of secondary school mathematicaf subjects,
That a considerable amount of astronomy is now being taught in State
secondary schools (higtr ana technical schools) is considered to have d.eveloped from the tirne vhen the Schoofs Section of the ASV began a prograrnme
of organized. instruction and tefescopic observing(ebout year 1956) for
pupils in Leaving and l.latricul-ation Fonns. It is consldered that teachers
attending the Schools Section demonstrations vith their pupiJ-s began to
realize that the syl-l-abi sere rleficient in matter pertaining to astronomy.
T?re teachers sought to have the Goverment provitle telescopes lor secondary schools, especial-Ly for the use of Leaving and Matricu-tation forms.
When, eventually, the Commonseafth Government made available scienee
grants to schools, some of this money vas earmarked for the purchase of
telescopes. In Victoria betveen lr0O ana 5OO )+t-inch reflecting telescopes
were purchaseti and distributetl to State High and State Technical school_s.
Today, it is considered that approximately hal-f of the private
school-s have telescopes, enabling those students also to be introduced,
at least, to observational astronoqf. It is known that at least one of
the veaLthier private schools has a country camp available for both practical- ancl observati.onal astrononryr.
At the State secondary schooJ-s, astronomicaf studies are mostl-y
catered for in the subjects of geography and science.
(D) Adurt Eatucation
Reference has al-rea{y been made to the CAE above. I\'lembers of the ASV
have had a long association (virtualJ-y continuousfy for the last 1! years
at least) rith lecturing to the public on astronomicaf matters unaler the
auspices of the CAE. For about tvo years prior to L959 the l-ate Dr G. V,
Simonow (an ASV nember) gave

the

CA.E

lectures. Tn I9)9 the lectures

were

given by Anderson, W.H.VaIe ancl Perdrix. Since 1959 . continuously until
recent yearn Perdrix has given the CAn lectures inclucling, in 1971, sith
the late L.R.'llhitby, a tvo-dqy seminar at Shepparton, Victoria. Through
the CAE, then, over a long period of years, the cultural- aspects of astronorTv have managed to reach to the adu-lt nembers of soeiety.
ft is further known that fecturers have been copiously provided fron
the ranks of ASV members over the fast tventy years for l-ectures before
ad.uft mernbers of church organizations, rnasonic lodges and mmy other clubs
and

societies, the author hi.mself having been the lecturer on rnany of

these occasions.
(U) Country Societies and other Establishnents
For many years there have been other astronomical- societies active
in the comtry districts of Victoria, for example, Bafl-arat Astronomical

Society, Latrobe Valley Astronomica.l- Society, Ha.niLton Astronomical
Society (recentfy disbanded), Geelong Astronomical Society and the Frankston Astronomical- Society. In comrnon with the ASV, all of these societies
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have an objective sirnilr to that of the BM: the circu-lation of current
astronornical information and. the encouragement of a populax interest in
astronomy. In assessing the overal-] inpact of astronomical- ed.uiation in
Victoria, the influence of such regional societies cannot be neglected.
For severaf years, at feast, Swinbune Technical School had an astronoqy club vith an l8-inch reffector tocated on the roof of the school.
This cl-ub was responsible for nuch astronomical instruction being given

to students and adul-ts.
Quite a fev times over the years, the Melbor.rrne University has catered for astronony in its Extension Comittee l-ecture prograrme. Recently,
in 19?1, such a series of lectures entitfed The Heantens Abotse vere given
by R.H. Wifkinson, senior lecturer at the Mefbourne University School- of
Physics,

The Melbourne University Astronautical Society has catered for some
astronomicaf instruction in its fecture progra.nme. The author recollects
members of the ASV giving lectures on astronomical topics at neetings of

the Melbourne University Astronautical Society.
(f) ftre Royal Society of Victoria
Mention has already been rnad.e of the Royal Society of Victoria

rr- is knovn to the author that a very large nunber of astronomica-f
and/or space queries (an average of at feast 10 queries per day has been
nentioned) are being received. and dealt vith by the stafi of tire slIV. The
staff has assisted architects, builders and the c.s.r.R.c. by ca.leul-ating
such d.ata as Sun aftitud.e and azinuth, calendar printers vith fonrard l,loon
phase information, and nunerous enquirers with ialenfication of night shy
objects, times of sunrise and sunset, nethods of locati'ng pfanets, advance
Easter dates, information on eclipses, information on artificiaL satellites,
etc. - afl of this, uirtuatly a resu.l-t of the vacuur!.1eft in victoria three
d.ecad.es ago vhen the official observatory was closed. d.ovn.
(n) tte Astronomicaf Society of Victoria
Quite apart from the deep conmitnent of the ASV in the pTDS and the
corulitment of rnarilr of its dernonstrators in special schools d.elconstrations
and programnes of adu-ft education, the Society is often cal-l-ed upon to
provide say six demonstrators at a tirne together vith say three sets of
projection equipment and slid.es to fecture before huEe nr:mbers of scouts
at special scout gatherings, jamborees, etc. The author recollects being
anong groups

and

its early connection vith astronony. The Society in later years has catered for the interests of both professional and amateur astrononers. Important l-ectures by professional astronorners have been, from time to time,
given before the Society. In 1962, Professor B.J. Bok, then Director of
the Mourt Stronlo Observatory, under the auspices of the Royal Society of
Victoria acting in collaboration vith the Donovan Astrononical- Trust of
Nev South Wales, gave the lecture An, Ecpanding Uniuet,se in the Public
Lecture Theatre, old Arts Building, Melbourne University.
The Society gave consid.erable moraL support to the NMV, MASV and
IASV in the eventuaL establishtnent of a planetarium in Melbourne.
In recent years the Society has had rithin its membership, several
wel-lrknovn mateur astronomers.
(c) ttre MASV, IASV ancl SMV
In the f9$-6\ Annual Report of the IASV ve read:rThe subject of astronony is receiving an increasing anount of popular
attention, and nolrhere more so than in Australia. Worltl interest in Astronorly is beconing more and more concentrated in southern skies, anil rnuch
international interest stems from achievements at Mount Stronfo frorn optical observing and at Parkes in raalio-astronomical- research. It is entirely
appropiate, therefore, that the Institute shoul-tl be furthering popuJ"ar
interest in the subject, and this it is doing in various rays.'
To clemonstrate the MASVTs cleeper involvement in natters astrononical
it created the office of Honorary Aalviser in Astronoql, vhich tras graciously accepted by the late Dr Arthur R. Hogg, Assistant Director of the
Mount Stromlo Observatory. After the death of Hogg the Trustees of the
IASV decitied to aliseontinue the honorary office of ad.viser and create,
insteatl, the office of Honorary Curator of Astronon{f.
Quite apart fron the invol-vement of the MASV-IASV-SMV establishment
in the conduct ard eontrol- of a planetarium and its PTDS, it afso provides
further public instruction in astronomical (and astronautical) topics by
virtue of the contents of its excell-ent tlispfay cases and by virtue of its
outstanding models at the Svanston Street, Melbourne headquarters.
In the period ]962-53 the IASV constructed a scale modet of the giant
radio telescope at Parkes, N.S.W. and sent sane to lloscos as a retrlrn gesture for gifts receiveai from the U.S.S.R.

of denonstrators that attended on such occasions at Gillwell

Park and at Rova]-lan, victoria. l.lany nenbers of the ASV have at different
ti.rnes over the years provitled instruction for scouts to fit thero for their
pecul-iar exaninations in astronouy and afterwards cond.uct the exa.ninations
for il;e:- One of these ASV niembers vas the late E.B. Walton.
In the past, mernbers of the FielC Natural-ists Club of Victori.a and
other such organizations often privately sought enterta.inment at terescopes.
The author recalls the interest in this way of the Late E.E. Lcrd of the

FieLd Naturalists Club of Victorj.a. Whitney of the ASV provicied the instruction and entertair,ment in a private capacity on mar\y such occasions.
l1a4y ASV nenbers have given n:ary private denonstrations on private\r
ovned tel-escopes at their horoes. Nanes that coxoe to roind, in the livi.ng
nemory of the author are those ofW.N. Brook, J.G. Evans, C.E. Gartly, C.S.
ItIitidleton, K.1{.:.:urphy, K...ightingale, E.K. Sharroek, -.'.t..r.:er:.ell , T.S.
Tregasris and. A.ii. ir-al-ker. Doubtless there are lxary Eore.
The author recal-.Ls the occasion of the huge public teLescope denronstration put on at a recreation reserve somerrhere in the Coburg area, in
vhich ASV members Murphy and Nightingale pl-ayed a leading part.
The occasion is recal-l-ecl by the author shen soBe years ago he organized an astronomical vindov clisplay in connection with certain Elizabeth
Street (Mel-bourne ) booksellers.
The author recal-1,s, t!.ar\y years ago, at his orm hone, privately instructi.ng and entertaining in astronoqf, on several- occasions, oenbers of
the fanous rQuiz Kidsr session n:n by broaclcasting station 3AW.
The author further recalls being one of a panel of ASV rxenbers entrusted. uith the task of re-vriting and bringing up to date the astronolxical
information given in Ihe Neu fnter.national flLuetrdted Encyclopaedia.
One recollects, too, the nmerous public displays and lect'nres, run::ing for nar5r days on end, organized. by P. Si:non and his sife at Chaclstone
and other pl-aces. The CAX, in a number of recent years, held ri{ature Stuqy
Weekr at the Chal,et at Mt Beauty in Victoria. Simon in tso years out of
three gave ill"ustrated tal-ks on astrono!ry.
In the early years of the fifties, Walton gave Inar{r public lectures
including one at the Pralrren Town Hall- in rrhich the projecting of photographic slides vas und.ertalen by Sinon.
One reco.l-lects the successf'u-l ASV exhibition at the Loser }lelbourne
Torn HaJ-1 in 1969 vhen ASV nember, D.H.Walker, shosed rare organizing ability.
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ASV member,

J.B. Trainor, gave astrononical ]ectures by ilaJ of enter-

tairunent for the passengers aboard the cruise ship Oriana when hundred.s of
miles avay fron the coast cf Australia.
Such cases are endless and indicate the divers ways in which nenbers
of the ASV have attenpted through the years to convey the message of
astronon\)r

to the public at large.

EP]LOGUX

Professor Cyril 0. Hou1e, Professor of Education at Chicago University, has said:rOne of the most revarcling experiences of life is to see sornething
comonpJ-ace in a new light and find in it msuspected depths of meaning.
The young mar suddenly catches a glirnpse of the girl next door and l-ooks
at her with quickened interest. Something seems to have happened to her
since she was l1 - and the consequences may prove highly interesting.
In schol-arship, too, the pattern is famifiar.l
The writing of this paper has served to remind one of the ramifications of a continued education in a particu.lar field of endeavour. In
ord.er to mahe a positive contribution in ufolding nev vistas it becomes
increasingly necessary, inter a]ia, to learn how to thinlt cfearly, ho!, to
express oneself, horl to conduct public neetings, hov to control antl direct
differing persona.Iities, etc. - alf of this, intrinsically, being further
education for the indivicluaf.
rEducation as a lifefong continur:mr finds sone meaning, then, in continuing stuQr, as may be found in the field of astronoqy.
NO. 1
Throughout a long

ADDENDUM

history the Royaf Society of Victoria has had a
close connection vith astronorqf. The first Victorian Government Astrononer, R.L.J. El1ery, sas a foundation rnember of the Philosophical Institute of Victoria, vhich vas founded in 185?, vhen the ear.Iier Philosophical
Society of Victoria (foundecl in l-B!L) conbinetl sith the Victorian Institute
for the Advancement of Science. The PhilosophicaL lnstitute of Victoria
became the Royal- Society of Victoria in 1859 vhen Royal assent was given,
but due to postal delays the ness vas not received 1ocall-y until l-850.
Ell-ery vas Presid.ent of the Royal Society of Victoria fron f855 to
1BB)+, sone 18 years. He gave nany papers before the Society - whil-st most
deaft vith astronomical subjects, others vere of a diverse character.
The Assistant Government Astronomer in E1leryrs tine ras E.J. White'
vho becaf,ne President of the Royal Society of Victoria in 1902. About 10
papers were given by him before the Society.
The second Victorian Government Astronomer rras P. Baracchi, vho was
Presi-d.ent of the Royal Society of Victoria frorn 1908 to 1909. It is recorded that he clefivered at least one paper before the Society.
The third and last Victorian Goverment Astronomer vas Bafdwin nho
was President of the Roya.t Society of Victoria from ]1925 to 1925. Three
papers vere defivered before the Society by hin.
ADDENDUM

NO.

2

ft is recall-ed, importantl-y, that lectures r.rnder the auspices of the
Workers Educational Association vere given over mar{r years' pre Second
Worfd War and post Second. World !/ar, by Professor E.J. Hartung, Professor
of Chenistry at the Melbounre University. His l-ectures in general eLementary astronony vere popu-far and vell attended. The lectures vere given at
a lecture theatre in the Chemistry School- at the University. Hartung possessed at that tine the l+-inch Cooke refractor from the olcl Melbourne

cbservatory and mounted it temr:orarily on the roof of the, then, new chenis-

try School buitding, about 19)+?. ..iembers of his workers Educationa] Association classes vere privileged to viev through this telescope, vhich, the
author mderstands, is nor located on the roof of the l.lel-bourne university
Department of Fhysics. char.res and simon were at feast tvo ASV-menbers who
were fortunate to attend. Hartulgrs l-ectures
ADDnI'tDUl.{

N0.

3

The Gordon Institute of Technolog/ at Geelong catered for astrononical
instruction and vieving during earlier years of this century. llajor Austin
Bastow, an r:acle of the present Director of the Sl,lV (R.H. fowler), after

possessing a refl-ector (about 9 cr 1O-inch aperture) for a mimber of years,
finally presented same (it is reasonably certain) to this institution.
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Centaurug
taL

AMATEUR OBSERVATIONS OF T}TE AURORI. AUSTRALIS

\\ll

T,B. Tregaskis
INTRODUCT]ON

The Aurora Australis is a spectacular and fascinating phenomenon
vhich is easily observabfe by amater:rs, particularly those livine avqv
from bright city lights. Even city dwellers are able to see the briehter
displays vhich can cover about half the area of the entire sky. The
bright red and vhite rays, glovs, bands, draperies, arcs and coronae are
some of the naj.n foms seen, and on nights of high activity nany of
these types of display are visibfe at one time or another.
The fol-loving paper gives a brief resurne of some of the aurora.l
work carri"ed out by amateurs in Victoria over the last tventy-five years.
Over that period some hundreals of reports, covering thousands of inclividuaf observations, have been hanclled by the Astronornica.l Society of
Victoria, and the vork has helpecl to inprove our knovleclge of the aurora.
PROGRAMME IN MTD 19'OIS
In the nid 1!!0rs an auroral observing prograrme was carried out in
Victoria in conjunction arith f.L. Ttromsen, ol the Carter Observatory,
I,/e11ington, Nev Zeafancl. A booklet issuecl by Thonsen, tManual fon Visual

\
I
Figure 1. TVpe of Rayed Arc.
details of the variations occuring clurinpJ the night vere
in chronological orcier in brief note fonn, as follovs:1900 Clear sky. No aurora.
7972 Faint glov noticed in S. Clear sky.
79I, Greenish-vhite glov brightening.
7920 Little cha.nge.
1923 A vhite ray appearing bel-ow c Centauri.
792, More rays appearing in rapicl succession.
7927 Display appears as shovn in sketch.
1931 Pink ray has vanished.

The
recorcled

)bseruations of the Aurora Austnalis', gave rea:ions for naking obser-

vations, and descriptions of the various auroral forrs contrnonly observeil,
and requested that reports of al-1 observations be sent to Nerl Zealancl
for collation. An adclitional- type of observatlon requireal the observer
to lratch the sky every hour each niqht, whenever possi.ble. ff the sky
was clou{r (normaf conclitions in Melbourne!), the proportion of cloucl
cover inelghthsvas recorded. If the sky vas clear, a zero vas shom.
Brief notes mentioned rhether any aurora vas visible. A tyoical record,
shoving part of a monthrs observetion, l'as as shorrn in Table 1.

A:-1

DAILY RECORD OF AIIRORAL ACTTVITY

MONTHLY LOG OF AURONAL OBSERVATTONS

AT BLACIETIRN

Time Keot: E.A.S.T.

Observer: f.M. Soneone
Month: 7956 Septenbe?

fron this area.

THE I.G.Y.
With the aalvent of the fnt+rnetional Geoohysical Year (f.e.y.) in
f957-r1, an Auroral Data Centre vas set up in Melbourne to orocess all
observations of aurorae macle in this parb of the worlal. fhe I.G,Y. coincid.ed with a peak of solar activity, and it was expectecl that nany
aurorae vou-lcl be observecl from southern Australia. As it eventuated the
sunspot activity vas so htgh that numerous observations of aurorae vere

in Victoria and nost other states of Australia.
Abooklet, 'Aduice on Auroral Obseruations', by 3. Jacka, tVational
Auroral Reporter, vas published by the Auroral Data Centre in 1957 and
distributed to 1ike1y observers. This booklet rras in many vqys similar
to the one by Thomsen, previously mentionecl, in that it clescribecl the
nature, distribution and cause of the aurora, anti the tl/Des of observations required. T?re main ains of this observing Drograrnme rere to record
the position of the aurora and its fom, structure, intensity, colours
and movement. Specially printecl forrns vere suoolied, and rnany observers
were issued vith a sirnple theoclolite to enable reasonably accurate
measurements to be made.
During a night of moderate to high activity, the disllay vould chanqe
its forn ancl position frequently, so that it was usuaflynecessa4rto fill
in a number of observing foms. fn each case, a new sketch vas made to
indicate the extent of the aurora. Theoalolite measurements of the heisht
of the main glov and actual position of proninent features, such as brisht
rays anci bancls, vere made as ralicll-y as possibfe. As much inforqation as
coufd be recorded in a fev minutes vas aclded belov the sketch.
made
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ft was interesting to note from these observations that there vas a
res^sonable chanee of autrmn evenings being clear ancl spring evenings
being cloucly in MeLbourne. Si.nilar results vere obtainecl in later years
Note:

Aurora.l

Data Centre in Melbourne becane responsible for collectinq all reports
PROGFA]O4E FOR

TABLE 1
EXAMPT,E OF

etc.

reports sere fonrarded. regularly to Nev Zeafanal until the

Exa.urple

in the Latrobe Valley.
When a clefinite aurora vas sighteal' as much infortation as possible
was recorded. This often incfurlecl a sketch of the display antl connents
regaraling colour, brightness, changing formations, tines, nositions, ete.
A typical sketch ras as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 2 shovs a record of an actual aurora whj-ch occurreclon 1957
13. This display vas particufarly bright, conDfex end vider
spread. The sketch of the vhole sky vas rnade at 19h 3On at Yallourn and
shoved that the aurora vas comtosed of many foms:(i) a vtrite homogeneous arc vith a pink upner border above the
southern ha^If of the holizon extencling up'io Zto pttitutle at a
rnagnetic bearing of 1BO', thaL is masnetic south;

Septernber
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(ii) a rhite hornogeneous band above the homogeneous arc, extencline
from the vest afnost to the east;
(iii) a pink corona centred. at sr altitude of 680 and a bearins of
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(iv) a red homogeneous band stretching across the northern sky at a.n
al-titude of about l+Oa;
(v) a white homoAeneous. diffuse patch low in the north at 6n afti-

of l8o and a bearing of 3LBo.
Meny recortls sirnilar to this vere mad.e by different observers over a
period of a nurnber of years. Minor changes vere macle to the rorrns, but a
great advantage of this type of recoral vas the amount of information vhich
coul-d be recorded rapidly vith very little vriting.
Another type of observation fom useal for a periocl by the Aurorel
Data Centre vas a srrrmarlr of hourly sky conclitions at the observer's
focation for each night. Figure 3 shovs an example of this forrn, and lt
can be seen that it serveal a sinilar function to the tyne of observation
recordecl for Ttromsen anrl shown in Table 1. The colunns unaler the heacllns
iaurorat were to recorcl vhether or not a definite or cloubtful cllsplay vas
observed., or vhether no observations vere possibl-e.
tuale
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OBSERVATIONS FOLLOITIING THE

I.G.Y.

Auroral- Data Centre continuecl to function beyoncl the perlod of
the I.G.Y. and amateurs vere encouragecl on a nrmber of occasions to send
in reports of aurorae. For example, a five-page circular, sirnilar. to the
ori.ginal booklet, vas sent out to interestecl persons Drjor to the International Quiet Sun Years (I.Q.S.Y.), l-96L-6!, even though little activlty
nas expected in that perioal.
T'he

PHOTOGRAPHY

Although photography vas not stresseal in these earlier prograrnmes,
photographs of aurorae, particularly bright displays, vere taken by
amateurs, ancl often with very moclest equipnent. Prowicling reasonably
fast film was used., successful photographs were obtainecl vith normal

some

of the order of one rninute, anal lens settings of
or faster. Very bri€iht ctisplays requirecl much shorter

carneras, using exposures

about //\.5

expos

ures

.

RECENT AURORAL PROGRAMME
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tn 1966, K.D. Cole suggesteal that vorkers in Australia ancl Nev
Zealand cou.ld make vorbhvhile contributions to upper atmosphere Dhysics
by carrying out observations of the night sky ainecl at stuffing the
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Figure 2. Record of aurora on a957 Septenber

13.
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stabfe auroraf red. arc (s.a.n.arc), (eore 1965).
Although the physical processes shich cause the aurorae are sti11
irnperfectly unalerstooil, it is alrnost certain that solar gas, flovina outwards frorn the Sun, reacts vith the Earthts rnagnetic field generating
magnetic dj.sturbances, electric currents in the ionosDherre artl maqnetosphere, affecting radio conmunications and eiving rise to autorae, etc.
Protons a:rd electrons bornbarcling the upDer atmosphere create aurorae in
three main areas in each hernisphere' see Figure !. T'hese are:-

(l) trre recl polar glows arouncl the geomagnetic pole;
(ii) the norral aurorae, vhich can be observetl frequently in
southern Australia;
(ili) tne stable auroral red arcs, vhich in our area ertentl north-
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(iii)

SUMMARY

complete rings around each hemisphere.
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tfre stable auroral- red arcs, vhich in our area extend norththe normaf active aurorae, and vhich are thought to forn
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Flgure )+. Aurorae in Rel-ationship to Geomagnetic Field arounal Earth.
By 1968 Aprj-1, a progrartrme involving a.nateur observers anal photographers had been organized. by Cole, vho vas by then at La Trobe University. Mar\y metropol-itan and some country mernbers of the Astronomical
Society of Victoria and members and friencls of the Latrobe Valley Astronomical- Society partici.pated. The main ai.m vas to photograph the aurora,
vith some photograpgers concentrating on the visual clisplays shile others
attenpteal photographing the S.A.R. arc, rhich is normally sub-visual.
At that tine the author vas living in the Latrobe Va1]ey, at MorweII,
and helped to organize the observing prograrme in that region, rhich sas
initia-Lly as follows :-
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T'he first group of
visuaf aurora, each
If no aurora cou.lcl
be seen, photographs of the sub-visual aurora vere to be attemptect. As
onl-y tvo members liveil in the same tovn, it vas hopecl that, untler
conditions of broken cloucl, at least some useful photographs sould be

1t

five

1. Observing Groups - ftrree groups vere fornetl.

members was to concentrate on photographing the
member being allocatecl a certain section of the sky.

s

obtained.

T-;V;;

Ttre second group of three members, vho al-l- fived in clifferent tovns,
tlras asked to photograph the S.A.R. arc iry taking photographs along their

magneiic rlerid.j-ans

.

of the third group, who vere as videly scattereal
as possible, vere to concentrate on photographing sirnultaneously certain
prominent features of visual- aurorae. Close contact sas to be rnaintained
The three mernbers

Repoiter,

ll7 Church St.,
Richmond, Vic.

Figure 3. Auroral observations -

sulnmBry.

by

teJ-ephone.

2. Warnings - Warnings of possible auroral activity, originating

from the Ionospheric Prediction Service Division in Sydrey vere telephonetl
to Morvell- via La Trobe University. A-11, group nenbers vere then infonnetl,
ard attempts vere made, over tso or three subsequent nights, to photograph

the ar:rora.
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3. Photography - For visual- alisplays, exposures of about 0m.5 at
Cn Kodak Tri-X film vithout fil-ters were suggesteal.
For the sub-visual red arc, exposures of about 15!0 to l-li at lnaximun
aperture vere suggested. A Wratten e5 (recl) filter ves usetl for these
photographs to elininate unvanted light which vould fog the film'
)+. Resul-ts - A nlrmber ol trial exposures vere made by soree photographers and a number of serious attennpts were nade to photograph aurorae
folloving alerts, but a.s far as is knovn, no positive results were

f/2,6

obtained.
5. Problens l'ith Photography - To give sotxe iclea of probfens encountered by photographers, the results of 18 atternpts by the author'
over a three month period, were investigatecl. Notes had been oade of the
folloving factors and events shich had occurred and which coul-d have

affected the photographs.

a. Build.ings and trees obscuring parts of sky,
b. neighbours' and street lights nearby giving sky glow,
c. aeroplane flying overhead,
aI. satellites,
e. meteors,
f. twilight,
g. wind,
h. rain,
i. smoke,
J . haze,
k. scattered cl,oud,
1. overcast sky,
n. fog,
n. d.ewing of filter.
It ras little

that no aurorae nere founal on the negatlves,
observeal visually follol'lng alerts!
It
shouJ.al a.Iso be rernenbered that during the last sunspot cycle, solar
activity I'as nuch l-oner than for the previous cycle. Unfortunately, on
aLoost every occasion folloving aJr alert, the veather ras clou{r, Eo that
soncler

especially as no aurorae vere

no photographic progra.nme coul,al be pursueal.
VISUAI
Al-though

RECENT

OBSERVATIONS

results of the organized photographic progrsllle rrere very
clisappointing, frequent visual observations of aurorae have been llaale
over the l-ast fev years. Displays vere reported on six nlghts in 1969, 13
in 1970, antl eight or nine in 19Tl-. [bese sere &].1 virtuaUy chance observations and not made follorring sarnlngs. Tlre observers concerned livect
in va:.ious perbs of the State.
Therefore, any buciiling aeateur wiShing to nake observations or to
photograph {rn aurora shoul.at take heart. Prorricling a frequent check is
kept on the nlght s\r, the observer is a1Eost certain to be rerrarded
eventual-ly antl to be treateal to one of the nost beautl.ful ttisplays provided, by nature. If you see {rn aurora, cio not keep the inforjation to
yourself - you nay be the only one in the country sho notices lt - but
report the aesuLt to your nearest auroral centre.

T?re Auroral Section of the Astronomical Society of Victoria has not
analysed the observations in detail, but has acted more as a clearing
house to encourage a.nateurs to make observations which have been passed.
on to the professionals (such as physicists) for analysis. It is hoped

that worthvhile resuLts can be obtained during future prograrmes and that

anateurs sil-l- continue to pfay an important part in the,loveral_l scheme.
RXFEFENCE

3, 27-30 (t966).
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A professional- obseruatory involvecl in planetary research uses €ul
integratecl progranme of visual- observing, photography, spectrographic
afla]ysis, nicroneter measurenents a.ncl photometry. Together, these methods
complement each other, bgt separated, they are not as effective. The last
three techniques are rarely useo bv amteus, mainly bepause of a lack of
money to bql the equiprnent or a lack of skiu to make it. The arateur
probabl-y d.oes not ovn a tel-escope of sufficient accuracy, nor d.oes he live
in anenriromentsuited to the use of such equipment.
Useful planetary photography, on the other hand., is vithin the capabilities of amateurs provitling that they conforn to the folloring

Figure 1. Jupiter, 1971 August 15 OBh

l+Bn

U'T'

conditions : a) That they osn a telescope of at l-east 2oornm aperture.
b) That the telescope is equatorially nounted with a sidereat dri.ve. Contrary to connon thought, the sidereal clrive does not need to be precise,
because exposures rareJ-y exceed. one second ancl the image does not drift
far in this tine due to an error in the drive. A 1Of error in the drive
rate woul-d procluce a drift of 1".5 of arc and this is less than arly atmospheric blurring vhich voufcl occur in one second, even in good seeing.
c) That the amateur ovns or can borrov a camera, preferably one in vhich
the l-ens can be removed, anal trith exposures ranging from Os,O)r to 1s,0.
Ttle finear size of a pfanetary image at the focaf pfane of evenra large
instnrment is very sna1f. The technique of eyepiece projection (Rackharn,
1959) is used to increase the effective focaf length of the teJ-escope and
thus the inege size. Ttris can be rlone vith the c{unera lens in place or
renoved. T?re final method is up to the observer efter he has found the
one for vhich his equipnent is best suited.
d) thet the amateur is cepable of naking some sort of vooden or metal ailapter to carry the camera at the eyepiece. TtIe an&teur shoufd also be in a
position to process his own filml hovever, that is not the subject of this
paper.

Whereas a drawing of a planet provides a cletailed impression of the
surface sithout regarcl to accuracy of the position of the features, a photograph gives compl-ementarlr inforrnation. Fine cletail- is fost in the photograph,
but the position of general features can be neasured to a high tlegree of
accuracy, prowicled that the tine at vhich the exposure vas tehen is noted

carefu-lly. It is for this reason that regular photographs are taken of Jupiter. From these photographs the fs,titude of the clouat bel-ts carl be measured
anai these rnay be usetl to prepare d.rasing bla.nks before visuaf observations
are made, as mentioned previor:sly. The longitude of various features can be
measured anal used. to build up a strip chart together with visua.I observations
as is shovn in Figure 3. They can also be used to check an observer's
personal equation resulting from his tining of central meridian tra:rsit of
the feature on the same night.
CONCLUSIONS FROM THE PROGRAMME

During 19?1, nembers of the Astronomicaf Society of Victoria subnitted
hudred observations of Jupiter as vefl as a set of approxinately
tventy useful photographs taken at various periods d.uring the apparition. A
report of these resu-Its is presented by Aalcock (19?1b). Severaf points arise
frorn these observations vhich are not easify rectified. These are listed
al-most one

be1ow.

i) Observations are too irregular, large gaps are feft after placing observations in chronological order. This rnay be due to weather conditions, and
therefore carnot be helped.
ii) When observations are made, they are usualJ-y conducted. between 20h and
23h. This means that several observations

Fi.gure 2. Jupiter, 19?1 August 15 OBh 55m U.T.

may

be made at approxirnately the

time, but none before or after. A number of observations at the same
tine is very desirable because it recluces random erors; hovever, a continuation of the observation vould he1p.

same
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technique involving a rubber bath mat vith a truncated pyranidal- patteTn.
The deep concave lap' it vas
The laps th6 produced appear in figure 9found, needecl a hole boreo through the plaster backing to aflov air to
a
As this was not done at first'
escape duing the casting processcentra.L bfister fomed vhlch had to be opened and the central facets had
to be built up vith a little
Pitch.

.Y,l!.i:

'#

With shart sessions o: Fcrk and frequent testing, the wiCth of the

*"urned zone vas reduceC alo the ionchi lines afrost straightened" It
was apparelt, then, *.hat correc'-icn of the sJsten by vorking on Rl vcul_d.
eventually succeeo so the plug vas re:cved. frori the nirror and the nirror
was afu:rinized. ihe test rj.: was rodified b1. adding a cardboard tube
between the spacers, and fitting a sra-ll rack and pinl-on foc':ss:ng tube

behind the rcirror cell.
ligure 10 shors the test rlg in its final fom,
al,though the focussinE tube is hidden. In this fora, the telescoDe,
vith a 9.5nn ride nask to cover the rer.aining +-urned edge vas set up in

the authorrs observatcry and, ai:ed. at jupiter.
The resul-ts rere so
ircpressive that it vas decid.ed to rount the oltics in their final- fonn,

#

&

FiSure 9. Corrector laps formed by nould'ing technique'

Polishing proceecled vithout inciclent but difficufty was experlenced
a.
in testing I'ith the Foucau]t tester. It haal been inteniied to mske
glass
and this was pert polished for this purtool
of
the
proof pleie
testing 1ed to this
io=.. However, lack of experience in interference
ieing discarded.' al-though there is no doubt that the most accurate
resul-ts voulal heve been obtained this vay.
A test rig vas made from rings of flakeboard an'i suitable spacers '
A snall elliptical flat vas focateal just ahead of the prirnary mirror to
evoid the neeal to remove the plug from the mirror and the spot was
afuminizect on the back of the corrector. A 200nu[ Newtonian tefescope
of reasonable figure vas used to provide collinate'l 'Iight' The test

** offset sliehtry to avoid the narrov turned e'Ige of the Newtonian
"ie
ana the figure was exs.nineal vith a Ronchi screen' The system thus
testeal shovecl slight overcorrection vith a broacl turned dovn outer zone'
Because earlier tests had shown the minor to have a good' spherical
the R1
iigo"." it vas ctecitled that correction shoul'd be carried outofonthe
This had the adtled advantage that overcorrection
=,rif""".
Al-so'
system could be treated by considering Rl as undercorrected'
the mirror
vlrt at this surface is ntt so critical; a smatl change in of
the
figure rrou,lal proaluce a marked effect on the system because
For art
tines'
seven
about
i-nstance
this
in
enplification,
selondary
anateur of linrited experience, work on R1 vould be much easier to'
control,.

Fi.gure i-C. Test

rig in final fortn.

When the kit vas first purchased, the author nanaged to obtaln
short length of 8"x15S.W.G. ah.::ninium tubing. The mirror blank as

a

purchased. had been edged to fit this tubing but the author was ad.vised
by the suppliers of the tubing that this size was no longer being manufactured. Two suitable a.l,uminii:n castings vere obtained a:rd. from
these a lens ce],l-. figure 1I, and nirror cel], figure 12, were turned,

The corrector cell uas made in tro parts whieh screw together ard
the corrector plate is held gently in position betveen two rubber 'O'
ri.ngs. The mirror is supported in its cell conventionally with six
screvs, three at the back a:rd three about the circumference. Cork
sheet 1.5rnrn thick was used. to line the tube and a l'Onnn long dew cap
was mad.e from the rernains of the tubing, figure 13. A narrow ring of
tubing vas s]-it and pressed j.nside the end of the tube to provid.e a
nechanical- stop for the nirror.

A rack and pinion focussing tube of good qual-ity was purchased. and
vas faced. to al,lov it to be fitted behind the lens cell, figure
1)-+. A short fitting screved into the rnirror celf from the inside
carries the ocular extension tube seen in figure 12 a:rd proiects
slightly outsid.e the cell- to forn a spigot to locate the focussing tube.

the

end.

lt9

Care sas taken with al-l nachining
with optical al-igrunent of the system.
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ancl no

ili.fficulty was experienced

The completeci instrugrent is shown in figure 15. Additional
fittings, inclucling d.rav tubes to carry either 2\.r*tt.or i-k"O.D. eyepieces
and a fitting to aflow alirect attachment of the authorrs single fens
reffex ca.nera, vere mad.e.
The tel-escope nov replaces the authorrs 200nm Nevtonian telescope
in his observatory, figure 15, and, although still- not fully corrected.,
gi.ves much better resul-ts thsir the original instrument. Much of this
improvement fies in the sealed tube, which obviates air currents between
mirror and eyepiece, and in the retluction of corna. Colour correcti.on
is excel]-ent.
The project was carried out over about eighteen months. ft has
been an absorbing project antl eertainly is not beyoncl the ability of
an amateur with a little experience, the ability to use nicrometer or
ilial gauge type measuring instruments, a little ingenuity anal the usua1 patience of the anateur telescope ma.lcer.

Figure 15. Ttre completetl instrunent.

ltre instruEent nounted
in the authorrs observatory-

Figr.rre 15.
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